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Season enders

Watson becomes first to
finish MSU's BIS program

Three local teams ousted
from District play
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Windy wins
Lakers battle weather;
beat Hickman, Heath
See page 8
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A chance to dance

About 1,200
degrees to be
conferred at
MSU Saturday

Fishermen urged to continue
-sending MSU tags from catches
Six lucky fishermen who have caught tagged catfish and buffalo
fish in Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley within the past 20 months
may have money waiting for them at Murray State University.
Person who return the orange tags found on selected fish to the
universe by July 1 will be entered in a drawing to award 1500 and
rive tits) cash prizes.
The drawing is part of a Murray State research project to determine thelnumbers of the two fish speices caught annually by anglers
and commercial fishermen.
We've marked more than 1,100 fish with these tags, which have an
identification number, an address and telephone number and the
word 'REWARD' printed on them," said Dr. Tom Timmons, assistant professor of biological sciences and director of the study.
Originally funded by the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife, the study will continue next year as part of another project
supported by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
"We'll have a second' drawing for $1,000 next .summer, so
fishermen should continue to send in the tags that they find to be eligible for the money," graduate assistant Mark Howell said.
Persons sending the tags to Murray State should include the location of the catch and the method used.
More information about the drawing is available from Timmons at
the Department of Biological Sciences, Murray State University.
Murray Ky 42071. telephone 1502 7624185

1

Ag Commissioner Burnette says
he supports special marketing fee
FRANKFORT, Ky AP — Agriculture Commissioner Ward
-Butch- Burnette said Monday he was urging Kentucky cattle
farmers to approve a special marketing fee on beef cattle in a
referendum today
Cattle farmers were to vote at county agricultural extension offices
on a proposed $1-per-head checkoff fee, to be paid by.cattle producers
and importers, to finance a national beef promodbn calnpaign.
A $73 million campaign last year spurred the first increase in U.S
beef consumption in a decade, Burnette said in a news conference
with Lt Gov Brereton Jones.
That campaign was financed by various state assessments on cattle farmers Congress this year authorized a national program, if
beef producers approved
Kentucky has 61,000 cattle farmers Vote results are to be announced May 24 or'25 by the U.S. Department of Agriculture

Elsewhere...
By The 4ssociair4 Prres

WASHINGTON — The fate of the U.S.-Soviet medium-range
missile treaty is uncertain at best after a bipartisan deciion by Senate
leaders to delay action until a furor over alleged Kremlin backsliding
on inspection provisions is resolved.
WASHINGTON — Foreigners, like Americans, are titillated and
amused by revelations in former White House official Don Regan's
book, but some experts say the out-of-school Memoir is more than a
laughing matter for the United States abroad.
THE WORLD OF POIJTICS — Democrats Jesse Jackson and
Michael Dukakis squared off today in the West Virginia and
Nebraska primaries as an impassioned Jackson insisted It's not too
late fora comeback. Dukalcis, meanwhile, called on Republican rival
George Bush to detail his knowledge of drug allegations against
Panamanian strongman Manuel Antonio Noriega.
WASHI,VGTOA — George Bush's defense on his two biggest campaign liabilities, the Iran-Contra affair and alleged drug dealing by
Panamanian leader Manuel Antonio Noriega. is the same: a plea of
ignorance.
GDANSK, Poland — Lech Walesa said hundreds of striking
workers at the Lenin shipyard were determined to hold out for their
demands, and he warned management he still has a "couple of
beautiful cards" to play.
JERUSALEM — The Israeli army ordered thousands of residents
in the occupied Gaza Strip to hand over their identity cards, but PLO
leaders urged them to defy the order and called for a general strike.
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MISS
YOUR PAMIR?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deltverad copy
of the TM Murray Lodger &

Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urg
ed to Call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday.(Mica Hours — 8. m
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
6 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

Forecast
Tonight clear and pleasantly
cool. Low near 50. Northwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday sunny. High 70 to
75. Northwest wind around 10
mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair skies and seasonably
mild temperatures Thursday
through Saturday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

359.0
354.1

35 CENTS

Christine Griffiths,front, and the rest of the Girl Scout Troop 1340 strung streamers during the Maypole
Dance
in front of the Calloway County Public library Saturday during the annual Spring Potpourri of Art. The troop
is directed b) 1.ynn Griffiths, pictured in back.
Photo by Shirley Johnson

About 1,200 degrees wil be conferred on Murray State Univesity
students Saturday, May 14, in the
65th annual spring commencement exercise to begin at 10 a.m.
in Racer Arena.
Delivering valedictions as the
Outstanding Senior Woman and
Man in the 1988 class will be
Monica Hobbs of Cunningham and
Mark Logan of Henderson.
Dr. Hada, M. Stroup, university
president, will offer observations
and confer the degrees, which will
include specialist's, master's,
bachelor's and associate. Midyear, spring and 1987 and 1988
summer graduates will participate in the formal cap-andgown ceremony.
- Presideing during conferral of
--degrees will be Dr. James L.
Booth, vice president for
academic affairs. Also on the program is Dr. Ben F. Boone, the
United Methodist campus
minister, who will give the
invocation.
(Coat'd on page 2)

Honors Day at MSU scheduled for Friday
Honors Day at Murray State
University — a program each spring to recognize students who have
distinguished themselves by
academic achievement and
leadership — is scheduled at 3:30
p.m Friday. May 13, in the Curris
Center ballroom.
Individual presentations of
grants, cash awards, certificates

and citations well be made by the and friends are invited to attend
university and by various campus the ceremony. She will welcome
scholastic and honorary organiza- guests and give an overview of the
tions to some 130 students. About purposes of Honors Day.
400 students who have met
J. Chris McNeill of Hickman,
membership standards of,,campus who served caring 1987-88 as Stuhonor societies will be listedln the dent Government Association
printed program.
(SCA) president, will preside durDr. Kala M. Stroup, Murray ing the honors program. Valerie
State president, said all parents Fister of Memphis, vice president

of the SGA and a graduating
senior, will give the invocation.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs, will introduce the academic deans, who
will preside as presentations are
made.
Among students to be recogniz((oned on page 2)

Blue Cross of Kentucky to hike rates Sunday
FRANKFORT. Ky.(API— Attorney General Fred Cowan said
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Kentucky Inc. is "financing its bid for
younger customers" by targeting
women and the elderly for huge
premium increases.
The state Department of Insurance should limit the company's increases to 15 percent per
year and ban further use by the
company of "age-gender factors"
for rate setting. Cowan said at a
public hearing Monday.
But officials of Blue Cross said
the increases, amounting to $20
million per year and scheduled to

Regan views
Reagan as one
very laid back
U.S. president
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ronald
Reagan is hesitant about bothering the people who work for him —
so much so that he once let smoke
pour from the fireplace in his office rather than call for help,
Donald Regan says.
Reagan did not want to make
any demands on anyone, the president's former chief of staff says in
"For the Record," the newest collection of out-of-skhool tales bya
White House departee. So the chief
executive did nothing when a fire,
caused by a clogged chimney in
his study in the West Wing, broke
out.
"He stayed at his desk," Regan
wrote, "reading his documents
with smarting eyes, until the
guards asked if he wouRgct like to
move to another room while they
put out the fire and the place aired
out. He hadn't wanted to bother
(Chard on page PI

take effect Sunday, were justified.
The hearing was being conThe department's general ducted by Terrell Black,
a
counsel, Ed Fossett, said the com- Louisville attorney working
on
pany was known to have lost $89 contract. Black will make
a
million in recent years and one of recommendation on whether
Blue
the department's responsibilities Cross & Blue Shield's new
rates
was to enable the company to re- were reasonable, but Insurance
main solvent.
Commissioner Leroy Morgan will
The 1988 General Assembly not be bound by the recommendapassed legislation making Blue tion, Fossett said.
Cross & Blue Shield a mutual comBlue Cross & Blue Shield has
pany, which enables it to raise 539,452 policyholders in Kentucky
,
rates without advance state ap- representing more than 1.1 million
proval. However, the insurance individuals. The new rates
will afcommissioner can order rates to fect about 45,000 people, or 842 perbe rolled back and refunded, cent of total enrollment, said
Allen
Fossett said.
B. Snively, the company's senior

vice president for finance.
The hearing, unusual in insurance rate cases, was ordered
by Morgan because "these rate increases are the greatest we've
ever seen," Fossett said.
Blue Cross 8e Blue Shield filed
for new rates on three groups of
customers — workers not
represented by a union, employer.
or other group; family farmers.
and people who leave a group plan
due to divorce, termination of
employment or other reasons.
Cowan, an intervenor opposing
(Cant'd on page 2)

Special guest at MSU

Seiichi Mitani,executive director of the Mitsubishi Rank Foundation of Tokyo, was on the campus of
Murray
State University for a three-day visit May 3-5. He is shown with President Kids M. Stroup of
Murray State,
who was the hostess for a luncheon in his honor on Wednesday, May 4. Mitani met with several individua
ls and
groups and presented a public lecture at Murray State. He was also the speaker Thursday at the
weekly luncheon meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
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Residents invited
to Cadiz festivities

Watson becomes the first person to complete
Murray State University's external BIS degree
Making history was not Patsy
Watson's objective when she
enrolled in Murray State University's bachelor of independent
studies (BIS s degree program last
April.
But the Murray woman will do
just that at Murray State's commencement exercises on Saturday, May 14, when she becomes
the first recipient of an external
degree bestowed by a Kentucky
university.
Murray State is the first institution of higher education in the
state to offer an external degree.
The program was established in
the 1986 fall semester and has been
approved by the Kentucky Council
on Higher Education and the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.
A member of MSU's Department of Public Safety, Mrs. Watson_ completed the degree requirements in December.

Reagan...
((Wird LT= psge 1)
anyhody."
In his book, Regan offers contradictory portrayals of Reagan —
on one hand picturing the president as disengaged and indecisive,
a leader who "laid down no rules
and articulated no mission," and
on the other hand drawing him as
involved and interested.
In contrast to his harsh depiction of first lady Nancy Reagan, he
describes Reagan as judicious,
eager to hear both sides; a formidable reader who carries thick
folders of reading material under
his arm when he leaves the office
for the family quarters around 4
p.m. daily; incapable of uttering
an unkind word about others and
in love with his job.
So Regan's Reagan:
—Is aware of what he doesn't
know. He hesitates to ask questions or confess to a lack of
knowledge in the presence of

"I'm excited about being the rupted things just a little bit,"
first BIS graduate," she said. Mrs. Watson said with a laugh.
"I know the program has appeal
"Tarry Moore (director of the BIS
program) told me at the end of last for a diverse group of people," the
summer that there was the officer said, "but I believe it will
possibility that I could graduate in be especially attractive to law enDecember, so it became a per- forcement professionals because
of the way their training can be
sonal challenge to get finished."
The flexibility of the program, converted into college credit."
As she- prepares to formally
which emphasizes alternative
ways of earning college credit, graduate from Murray State, Mrs.
allowed Mrs. Watson to apply Watson noted that she has had
some of the hours she had spent in help in earning her degree.
"Lorin her husbands has been
law enforcement training toward
supportive, as have the faculvery
her BIS in human services. She
also took a course by television ty members who have worked
and translated some of her life ex- with me. And Larry (Moore s has
always been around to cheer me
periences into credit.
and all the BIS candidates on."
The patrol officer earned an
She added that Victoria, her
associate degree in liberal arts
31/2-year-old daughter, is also
from Freed-Hardeman College in
the 1967 and first started work on a "very excited" about her
mother's latest accomplishment.
four-year degree at Murray State
While she no longer has to spend
in 1977.
"I was going to school part-time time in preparation for classes,
and working (she joined the Racer Mrs. Watson manages to keep her
Patrol in 1980) when my daughter schedule full, conduting programs
was born in 1984. Her arrival inter- on self-protection and rape

Residents of the First District
are invited to join Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson and First Lady Martha
Wilkinson for a special event,
"Martha's Picnic Supper," on
Sunday, May 15 from 3-6 p.m.
CDST at the Lake Barkley State
Park Cenvention Center in Cadiz.
Free fun, food, fellowship and
entertainment are scheduled.
Residents are also urged to
mark their calendars for "State
Government Office Hours," Tuesday, May 17 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Hopkinsville 'Community
.College Academic Building. Those
attending may visit with the
Governor and his Cabinet
secretaries.

Patsy Watson

prevention in the MSU residence
halls and serving on the university's Staff Congress.
She is also active in her church
and has assited city and state
police in working with rape leaatIlliom page 1)
victims.
the new rates, said increases
Her dedication to her job and the would be as much as 82 percent
university was recognized in April and would drive a large group of
when she received one of eight Kentuckians — women over 30 and
Staff Excellence Awards all insured over 45 7 into the-presented campus-wide.
ranks of the uninsured, or
"medically indigent."
The company claims women
older Kentuckians have not
and
strangers," Regan wrote, "and papers."
paid
their fair share in the past.
thanks to the way his staff
—Gets in trouble because of his
Cowan said. If so. that problem "is
operated, nearly everyone was a capacity to remember — and
a creation of rate structures
-stranger to this shy president ex- believe — everything that is told to
previously established by Blue
cept the members of his innermost him. "If someone told him to use
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP ) — A
Cross-Blue Shield," Cowan said.
circle."
a wholly fictitious example s that smoldering cigarette- was the
The company claims it must cut
—"Would apologize for asking a there had been 35,987 hairs in source of a fire that broke out
premiums on younger people to
basic — sometimes ever a startl- Stalin's mustache, this fact would aboard the Belle of Louisville
remain competitive, but figures
ing basic — question about an ar- go into the presidential memory steamboat during a Mother's Day
provided by the company indicate
cane subject."
bank, possibly to emerge weeks or cruise, fire officials and the Coast
it already is undercutting competi—Has a good working command months later in the middle of a Guard said Monday.
tion by as much as 38 percent,
of economics. "His grasp of basic press conference," Regan wrote.
The cigarette apparently was
Cowan said.
economic theory as it had been "It never seemed to occur to him tossed out by a passenger. but
"Blue Cross-Blue Shield is
taught in his time (Eureka Col- that anyone would give him incor- olovrn back onto the steamboat
financing
its bid for younger
lege, class of '32) was excellent rect information. His mind was a and lodged between two separate
customers at the expense of
and he had kept abreast of later trove of facts and anecdotes, walls. Officials said it probably
women and Kentuckians over the
theory," Regan wrote. "He had no something like the morgue of one smoldered about 45 minutes.
of 45," Cowan said
age
trouble understanding the leading of his favorite magazines,
"Once it started catching fire,
Snively said in prepared
ideas of the day, or in making Reader's Digest, and it was im- got a little bit of air, then it was a
testimony that the new rates "are
reasonable judgments about the possible to guess when or why he chimney effect," said Coast Guard
absolutely necessary."
effects produced by policies based might access any one of these Lt. Cmdr. Ken Ervin.
He also said the department's
on Keynesian theory, of which he millions of bytes of data."
Thirteen people were slightly inactuaries had recommended that
was deeply suspicious." ----_ ---Loves the routine of his job. jured in the fire, which forced the
Blue Cross & Blue Shield imple—"Is a formidable reader and a Wrote Regan: "He regarded his evacuation of the paddlewheeler.
ment age and sex ratings. which
talented conversationalist with a daily schedule as being something
The second deck of the boat was
the company's competitors have
gift for listening," and a man who, like a shooting script in which repaired Monday. and it was
used for years.
at heart, "is an old-fashioned, characters came and went, scenes scheduled to resume cruisinv
small-town American who were rehearsed and acted out, and Monday night.
believes what he reads in the the plot was advanced one day at a
time.

Blue Cross...

Cigarette blamed
for Belle's fire

Sheriffs office
reports incidents

Degrees...

(Coord from page 1)
The Murray State University
Wind Ensemble, with Dennis L.
Johnson as conductor will play the
processional, benediction, recessional and a special selection titled "Rocky Point Holiday" by Ron
Nelson.
Recipients of six Regents
Awards for Teaching Excellence
will be recognized and presented
$1,000 awards by William L
Beasley of Paducah, chairman of
the board of regents.
A reception for graduates is
scheduled immediately after the
ceremony in the Curris Center
ballroom.

LAST CHANCE SALE
This is your last chance to take
advantage of the '1,000°'
rebate on selected Pontiacs, and '750" rebate on
selected Buicks and Oldsmobiles.
(These savings will end as of — May 11, 1988.)
Cadillac has extended their rebate thru May 31, 1988.

Don't Miss Out On This Chance To Save $.
These Rebates Will Not Be Extended!
•

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported two thefts
that occurred over the weekend
Two saddles, four bridles, four
halters and some horse shoeing
equipment, valued at approximately $600, was taken from a
barn, owned by Keith Wilkerson of
Kirksey,sometime between 8 p.m
and daylight on Sunday. said
Deputy Sheriff Dan Bazzell
In a separate incident, a $350
boat was taken from the residence
of Stan Meadows OI Crappie
Hollow, Bazzell said.
The incidents are-under
investigation

Maj. Gen. Bobby F. Brashears

Brashears returns
to MSU for speech
at ROTC ceremony
Maj. Gen. Bobby F. Brashears,
deputy inspector general of the Army ailhe Pentagon, will retura to
his Murray State University alma
meter on Friday evening, May 13.
to speak at the ceremony to commission 21 ROTC cadets as Army
second lieutenants.
He will be introduced by Lt. Col.
James T Vaughan, professor of
military science, on the program
to begin at 7 p.m. in Rooms 226 and
228 of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Brashears. -a matee of
Hopkinsville, was commissioned
in Murray State's first ROTC
graduating class in 1956 and earned the B.S. degree in business administration. He holds the M.S.
degree 01...public administration
from Shippensburg I Pa. s State
College.
In 1985 he was recognized by the
Murray State Alumni Association
as eDistinguishecrAlumus.
His 33 years of service Include
several important command
assignments — assistant dupty
chief of staff for training at Fort
Monroe. Va., chief of staff of the
Combined Arms Center at Fort
Leavenworth, Kan.. assistant division commander of the 25th Infantry Division at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, and duputy director for plans and policy with the
U.S. Pacific Command at Camp
H.J. Smith, Hawaii_
He is a graduate of several
military schools, including the Army War College and Command
and General Staff College
Brashears, a Vietnam combat
veteran, has among his awards
and decorations the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Legion of Ment
with four oak leaf clusters, the
Bronze Star with oak leaf cluster
the Meritorious Service Medal
with oak leaf cluster, the Air
Medal, the Army Commendation
Medal with two oak leaf clusters
and the Senior Parachutist Badge
He is married to the former
Phyllis Casale of Jenkintown, Pa.,
and they have three children,
Laura. Robert and Thomas

Honors Day...

-ON HOT
WEATHER GOODS!
Quasar

Air Conditioner

(Coat'd from page )
ed are the Outstanding Senior
Woman and Man, outstanding
students in various academic
departments and honor societies
based on scholarship, students
named to "Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
and Colleges" and the recipient of
the first Honors Diploma
medallion.

On Sealed
Refrigeration
System

The Max G Carman Outstanding Teacher Award of the SGA
will be presented to a faculty
member, and a student who has
made an outstanding contribution
in service and leadership will be
the recipient of the Ralph Woods
Memorial Award

Starting at
18,000 BTU — 529.95

249"

Music will be provided by the
20-piece MSU Wind Ensemble
Brass and Percussion under the
direction of Dennis L. Johnson

Kelvinator

An informal reception on the
concourse outside the ballroom
will follow the program, with
members of the SGA as hosts.
Commencement exercises are
scheduled on Saturday, May 14, at
10 a.m. in Rater Arena.

7 YEAR
WARRANTY

Chest
Freezer
Starting at
Wale Purdom, Jr.
Dealer

Jim Suitor
Seise Manager

Tripp Purdom
Sales

John Purdom
Sales

$22995

Janice Asbridge
Finance/Inetwence

Prices Good
Thru May!

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Buick-Cadillac

1300 121 By-Pass

Murray

753-5315

Open: Mon-Sat. 10-9 Sun. 1-5

MOVIE WORLD
HOME T.V. and
APPLIANCE

Fish Day
It's Time For

Stocking

CHANNEL CATFISH, HYBRID BLUE GILL
Fathead Minnows, Large Mouth Bass. Black
Crappie and Tripioid Grass Carp (tp, pon..
Weed Control) The Hybrid Blue GO
reach a weight of 2 to 3 pounds

At

Delivery Will Se:
TUESDAY, MAY 17
The Following Location:
Southern States Co-op
Murray, KY
(502) 753-1123
Tilos: 10:00-11:00 AM

Pond Equipment Now Available
Call your local store to Dace your order or car'
Toll Free 1-100-S43-S439

Fish Wagon, Inc.
Central Shopping Center

753-7670 • 753-HOME

4
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PERSPECTIVE
UST SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

=4.

Mitch McConnell
HAIL TO THE UNSUNG HEROES OF KENTUCKY EDUCATION
Over the past nine months, a speciai- group of individuals -mothers, fathers, grandparents; teachers, men and women from all
walks of life and from all across Kentucky--have been engaged in
a long campaign aimed at improving education in our schools.
These unsung heroes of education have joined together in a
grassroots. recruiting, effort to boost membership in the Kentucky
Congress of Parents and Teachers--the state PTA.
How successful has this effort been? The PTA reported at its
state conference in Lexington that they have recruited a total of
169,268 members. This is a whopping 13wo increase over last year's
figure and is the highest total in Kentucky history!
bluCation in our state has sonic very special needs. The PTA
plays an integral role in addressing these needs by organizing people and focusing their talent and energy at the problems in educating our youth.
Throughout the U.S:, the PTA is involved with a variety of programs that are designed to help our children grow and prepare for
the future. For example, the PTA is active in developing health and
nutrition programs, promoting education for the handicapped, raising state minimum drinking ages, and acts as an advocate for the
family.
The unqualified su,:cess of the membership drive can be linked
directly to leadership. Membership Director Karen Jones and PTA
-7:::_fresidrprT_Boycr-grspccial i4ogoioctnfprActiggTicvate
ihr4tiality of education in Kentucky. In addition,- the folloWingt
plc, with tireless effort, have met or exceeded their membership
recruitment goals:
,
District I- Membership Director Oleta Hamlet CtfSNnisonia
District 1- President Linda Wright of Paducah
District 2- Mcmbeiship Director June Mitchell of
Failing-ton
District
President Mary Louise Johnson of Earlington
District 3- Membership Director ML. Blaine of Bowling
cireen
District
PDXtildetil -Gwynn Stewart ofitOwling.Green
District 4- Membership Director Barbara Loyal! of
Shepherds'.ille
District 4- President Jackie Allgeier of Shepherdsville
District 6 Membership Director Jean Hoffman of Fort
lhonias
District 6- President Becky Alford of Fort Thomas
District 7 - Membership Director Jo Ann Wylie of Lexington.
District 7- President Bob Young of Lexington
District 9- Membersliip- Director Tommie Hans of
Ashland
District 9- President Anna Jean Brown of Ashland
District 10- !Membership Director Karen Jones of Hazard
Diwict to- President Dana Magee of Quicksand
District 12- President Frieda Sammons of South Shore .
--District 1 1- Membership Director Cheryl Boswell of La
Grange
District 13- President Vicki Ensor of La Grange
District 15- Membership Director Joyey Day of Louisville
District 15- President Sharon Solomon of Louisville
Ms() contributing to the record-breaking total is District /Vs
Membership Director Mary Bishop of Lexington and President Karen Hall of Somerset.
Since coming to Congress I have stressed the necessity of exporting our products abroad in order to remain competitive in the
international marketplace. The success of this strategy starts at home
with a well-educated workforce. Our nation's strength lies in education. The PEA—and its individual members ---will always play a
vital-role in the protection and education of our youth. And that,
in turn, will help increase our nation's economic strength.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Need Line was named as recipient of Outstanding Altruistic
Award of Kentucky Alpha Delta
Kappa. A check for. $1,000 was
presented to Dr. David Roos and

GeR

AIMF sr
irneillbt 's,,.d
iMaiWiladrin "
t
Iffleta

Euple Ward, president and executive director respectively of
Need Line by Joanna Sykes, president of Rho Chapter of ADK. and
Betty Riley, state ADK officer.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Charles Edward Howard of
Mayfield has been named as a
member of the Board of Regents
of Murray State University.
Murray Moose Lodge recently
donated $50 to Boy Scout Troop 45.
Paul Heise is governor of the
lodge.
Thirty years ago
Gail Williams is valedictorian
and Don Smith is salutatorian of
the 1958 graduating class at New
Concord High School.
Sgt 1st Class James S. Stubblefield, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanford Stubblefield, is serving with
Army at Fort Polk, La.
Forty years ago
Joe Wood Cable is valedictorian
and Hilda Grey Todd is
salutatorian of 1948 graduating
class at Murray High School.
Other seniors with a 90 or more
average are Don McDougal, Phil
Crawford, Ronald Churchill Jr.,
Jerry Williams and Wanda
James.
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Hot Coffee in the fourth a $2 disaster
M.C. Garrott is in the hospital. The
following is a repeat of one of his
columns.
This is a big weekend in Kentucky — Derby Weekend.
The roads will be choked with
folks heading for Churchill Downs
in Louisville to see and be seen as
the best three-year-olds in the
business streak for fame and fortune in the colorful Run for The
Roses.
I've never seen a Kentucky Derby, That seems almost
sacrilegious for a Kentuckian to
admit, but horses — raisin' them,
riding them or betting on them —
have never been a part of my life.
I always thought I would like to
see a Derby for the novelty of the
thing, but so far I've never
bumped into anyone with a spare
ticket.
Frankly, I'm not much of a
horse racing fan. I enjoy watching
the horses run on television and
marvel at how fast the backgound
beyond them sweeps by as they
—Turrthe-toztstretch,
but I'm too
,

restless for horse racing. To spend
five or six hours to see 15 minutes
or so of actual racing isn't my idea
of a jolly time.
•• •
Too, I'm the world's worse
winner-picker. For years, I would
faithfully draw a name in the office "Derby Pot," but only in 1943
when Johnny Longden rode Count
Fleet to victory in the Louisville
classic did I ever pull out a
winner.
The only ticket I ever actually
bought on a horse race turned out
to be an absolute $2 disaster. I
bought it at Florida's Gulf Stream
Park in the early 1960s. We were
there with a convention group, and
the plan was to take all our guests
to Gulfstream fur an aftemoottuf
racing.

The morning we were to go, we
noticed our Maryland sales
manager going about the hotel's
dining room muttering over and
over, "Hot coffee, hot coffee," We
thought he needed help and offered him a cup of steaming hot,
but he pushed it away, saying,
"No, not that! Hot Coffee in the 4th
this afternoon!"
I had never heard of "Hot Cof_fee" before, or since, for that matter, but there was a horse by that
name running in the fourth race
that afternoon at Gulfstream.
When we reached the park, there
he was listed with seven other entries. It was a four-furlong run,
whatever that was.
• • •
One of my friends and I decided
to plunge. We would just risk a
couple of bucks on a rider and
horse galloping down the track
with Hot Coffee strung out behind
them on a lead line. They disappeared into the chute leading to
the paddock. Minutes, which
seemed like. tours, passed before
here they carte out again, .this
time with a new jockey upon Hot

Coffee. Back up the track to the
starting gate they raced, the lead
horse and rider pulling our horse
behind them.
I'm sure by the time old Hot Coffee got in his stall at the starting
gate, he was so tired he couldn't
have thrown another jockey if he
tried. He already had been up and
down that track three times, twice
almost at a dead run. His tongue
must have been hanging out a foot.
• • •
They had no more than put him
in his stall before all the starting
gates burst open and here they
came all except Hot Coffee. We
had trouble finding him in all the
dust. He ran, but he didn't have it
in his heart or his legs. He was
pooped! He couldn't have beaten
Pete Panzera across a parking lot.
He ran last in the eight-horse
field, and if my memory is correct
they were parading the horses; to
the gate for the fifth race when he
finally came in.
My horse not only ran last, but I
think that was his last race.
I know it was my last ticket win,
place or show-.-

,
Lying on court day can cause tricky situations
The converse can also be stated, The defendant has told the truth at one of the two hearings. But which one?

Question: If a person makes two contradictory statements under oath, for which
testimony can he be charged for perjury? Can
he be charged on two counts? ,
Answer: This is a tricky question that confronts prosecutors from time to time.
Typically, the scenario goes something like
this:
A recalcitrant and unwilling witness, in
many instances a co-defendant, testifies
against a defendant under oath at some
preliminary hearing before a case actually
goes to trial. In that hearing the witness flipflops and gives testimony directly contradictory to that given earlier and which exonerates the defendant,
One thing is sure. The witness has perjured
himself at either-the preliminary hearing or
the trial itself. But which in which testimony?

issue is not as clear cut.
Back to our example, the declarant would
know that at least one of the statements was
The prosecutor may be inclined to simply not true. But again, the original question —
charge the falsifying witness with two counts which one.?
The prosecutor would probably charge the
of perjury and let the jury decide on which occasion the witness was telling the truth and on lying witness on the testimony where he exwhich occasion he was lying. However, the onerated the accused. The state could then brdefense lawyer would most likely move that Mg in additional evidence showing the acthe Court direct the State to chose between the cused's guilty and hopefully information
two offenses as the defendant obviously could which would indicate that the perjured
witness would have to know the accused was
not be guilty of both.
guilty.
This evidence, along with the inconsisA defendant in a criminal trial is entitled te
tent
statement
which he made under oath at
know the exact crime for which he is charged.
For instance, a person cannot be charged with the preliminary' proceeding, would probably
"either burglarizing Joe Jones house on be enough for a conviction on the perjury
testimony given at trial.
August 12 or Joe Smith's house on July 15."
In conclusion, one significant matter conBefore getting too far along, we should excerning
perjury should be noted. Persons canamine more closely the crime of perjury. Pernot
be
charged
with perjury for allegedly lyjury in the first degree is when a person
makes a "material false statement which the ing in their own defense at a trial where they
defendant does not believe in an official pro- have been charged with a crime.
The reason for this rule is quite obvious. As
ceeding under oath."
mentioned, whether a person has committed
Whether a statement is material is a factual perjury is a factual question. The law of perquestion which must be determined by a jury. jury cannot be used as a threat to an accused
Obviously, in our example the statements as which might intimidate him or her into not
to the guilt or innocence of the defendant asserting-their constitutional right to testify in
would definitely be material. Sometimes that their own behalf.

Maybe we should sink the Iranian navy
Following the U.S. naval engagement in the Persian Gulf,
volunteered, on a television show,
that while the administration had
sought only the destruction of two
oil platforms in retaliation for the
mining of the Samuel B. Roberts,
it was the U.S. Navy which had exacted full retribution.
Following that comment, I was
contacted, and corrected, by what
called
an
might
be
"unimpeachable" source in the
White House, who volunteered,
graciously, that my mistake was
due to not having "all the facts."
Here, then, is the corrected
version:
While several Democrats consuited by the President did indeed
urge that retaliation be confined to
hitting oil platforms, President
Reagan was the one who insisted
an Iranian warship be destroyed.
When the target vessel, however,
turned up in port after urders had
gone out, the U.S. Navy waited outside — intending to give warning to
the crew, before sinking the ship.
The Iranians, however, came out
fighting. Thus, not only was that
frigate destroyed, but another Iranian frigate as well, two oil platforms, and assorted gunboats. An
impressive performance, proof
that in building and modernizing a
600-ship Navy, providing it with
new weapons, and giving our
sailors pay commensurate with
their duties, the American people
got more than their money's worth.
While destruction of half of Iran's
major surface ships may cool the
hotheads of Tehran, who authorized the mining of the sea lanes, it
may not be enough. Iranian naval
commanders are even now describing the engagement in the Gulf as

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
A timely thought in an election
year, this comes from a sixthcentury (BC) Greek, Pittacus of
Lesbos
The best state is that in which
bad men are not allowed to
hold office, and good men are
not allowed to refuse office.

an "epic" sea battle, virtually unprecedented "in the history of
naval warfare."
A new terrorist strike on
Americans, another mining of an
American warship, cannot be ruled out. But if it comes, it is really
past time to be playing tit-for-tat
with Tehran, to be winning brownie
points for our policy of "restraint."
If hit again, the United States ought
to follow ,.thecounsel of retired
Adm. Wesley McDonald: "Go out
and sink the Iranian navy."
This is not bellicosity: it is common sense. What Adm. McDonald
objects to, and what the administration should reflect upon, is
that our policy of restraint, of
warship-for-warship retaliation,
may be playing into the hands of the most virulent anti-American
elements in Tehran.
For the Ayatollah's fanatics to
have crippled a U.S. warship, while
losing two frigates to the greatest
Navy in the world, was not a defeat,
but a victory over the Great Satan;
and they are celebrating it as such.
Second, administration fears that
Iran could be driven, by American
action, into the hands of the Soviets,
seem far-fetched. The Iranians
may be crazy; they are not stupid.
A regime as xenophobic and nationalistic as the Islamic Republic
of Iran is not about to crawl between the sheets with an atheistic
superpower which has historic
designs on Iranian territory. Selfinterest, not the United States,

keeps Tehran out ofthe embrace of
the bear.
Just as the moderates in Berlin,
who feared Hitler's messianic ambitions and wanted peace with the
west, were hoping for a powerful
allied rebuff to Hitler's move into
the Rhineland, the moderates in
Iran may relish a devastating U.S.
military response that discredits
and humiliates the extremists who
provoked it.
Everyone now concurs that one
of the great blunders of Vietnam
was LBJ's policy of "gradualism,"
i.e., the careful, calibrated escalation which enabled the enemy to
adjust to each new application of
U.S. military power. Tit-for-tat is
not the way the United States tradimilitary
tionally
wins
engagements; it is not the
American way of war.
In Iran, the United States confronts an enemy much more
disposed than we to spend blood for
holy causes. If we permit Iran to
dictate our response, frigate for
frigate, our restrint itself may be
inviting the wider war we seek to

FRAMERS GALLERY
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avoid.
And if Defense Secretary Carlucci did intervene to prevent the sinking of the crippled Iranian frigate,
that was a pristine example of
Carteresque micromanagement, a
clear signal to Tehran that the
Americans are reluctant to use
their power when provoked; hence,
an invitation to new provocations.
In sending warships to the Gulf
to convoy reflagged Kuwaiti
tankers, President Reagan took a
gamble, a gamble that has, in part,
paid off. American prestige,
damaged by the sale of weapons to
Iran, has been enhanced, in the
Gulf region and throughout the
Arab world.
Having made his point, President
Reagan ought now to inform Iran's
ambassador to the U.N. that one
more attack on a U.S. naval vessel,
one more terrorist atrocity, and the
gloves come off — that the U.S.
Navy will use its stand-off weapons
to sink the entire Iranian navy, to
take out its Silkworm missiles, to
destroy the factories that produce
the mines, and to put Kharg Island
out of business, indefinitely.
An ancillary benefit of that wise
public policy would be that the
American people, who justly
despise Tehran fanatics, would
heartily applaud: George Bush
would immediately endorse; and
Mr. Dukakis would be left where he
was after the last engagement,
pleading "insufficient information"
to form an opinion.

on Chestnut Street
Dixieland Center

Charles Frace
New RELEASE
We have acquired
a limited number
of uncommited prints.
ORDER NOW!
753-0077
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MURRAY TODAY_
BARGAIN SHOWS
Sot. Sun. Aft. & Toe Nite
All Seats '2.50

Babies and dismissals announced
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, May
6, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Black baby boy, parents, Mary
and Keith, Rt. 1, Box 240C,
Farmington;
Williams baby boy, parents,
Beverly and Rickie, 406 Dogwood
Lane, Princeton;
Clifton baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Joseph, 903 College Cts.,
Murray;
Faulkner baby boy, parents,
Paula and James Rt. 1, Box 233,
Gilbertsville;
Hawkins baby boy, mother,
Tracey, P.O. Box 22, Almo.
Diamissals
Mrs. Willie Foster, Apt. G-1,
Murray; Mrs. Alexia Pritchett
and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 84, Dexter; Mrs. Rosa W. Outland, Box
26, Hazel;
Mrs. Janice Gail Parm and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 165C, Sedalia.-

ANTHONY MICHAEL all
JOHNNY
BE

DEM MOO

in

THE SEVENTH
SIGN
Et

7 IS
II:15

NEW 4111111VAL1
Flowers km the Aftle•Snobtooati
Oeeth WI,4.11. klown's Lewd
Adveatioses I.,Doirywrans
mon.-Ist. 11-10 • Soft. 1401 1-10

TO GO
OVII/Llammor
Cheri Theatre Lobby

‘
I'At • ostan

Country

1

Buffet

Li?tjil-Ct‘I

Wednesday Night
5 til 8 p.m.
Ky. Country Ham - Catfish Fingers
Country Style Vegetables
& Salads & Beverages

$3.95

Adults $2.50

12 And

Under

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Akotacui
bvtn:

US 641 South

Visa - MasterCard; American Express

REVIVAL
WITH

Rev. Kevin Colvard,
Evangelist
Special Music
May 11-13th
Wednesday-Friday 7 p.m.
"Pop Luck" Friday 6 p.m.
4111.

North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
(Roy*Graharn Road)

EVERYONE WELCOME.

IMPOSSIBLE?

NO!!
INCREDIBLE DIAMOND
BARGAIN...yEsII
••
YOU CAN BE ONE OF
THE LUCKY FEW TO
PICK UP A REAL
BARGAIN,

Mrs. Charlene Renee Waters and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 154, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Mrs. Lncess Gail Henson, Rt. 10,
Box 282, Benton; James Edwad
Sanders, Rt. 1, Box 341, Mayfield;
Mrs. Jonell A. Holley, Rt. 1, Box
63A, Puriear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Debi Paschall, Rt. 2, Box
201, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Naomi K. Pardon, Rt. 5, Paris,
Term.; Dale B. Taylor, 1104 South
16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Ruth Bell, Rt. 1, Box
83, Almo: Eric Chandler, Box 296,
Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Robbie J.
Schroader, Rt. 1, Box 146A, Almo;
Jason Ryan Gray, Rt. 8, Box
1165, Murray; Mrs. Sally H. St.
John, 507 Elm St., Murray; Wavel
Sidney Curd, 727 Riley Ct.,
Murray;
Mrs. Stella Ragsdale, 798
Meadowlane, Murray; Mrs.
Mildred C. Colley, Farmington;
Mrs. Jane Fitch, 1666 Ryan Ave.,
Murray;
Robert Henry Cobb, 500 South
Ninth St., Murray; Joe P. Thornton 1511 Diuguid F-41, Murray;
Mrs.DOrtha Duncan, Rt. 1, Box
570, Dexter;
Mrs. Dorcie Mae McCain, 706
East Wood St., Paris, Term.;
Harold R. Douglass. 309 North 12th
St., Murray; Mrs. Gladys Doyle,
15150 Afton Hill Ln., Afton, Minn.
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Garner baby boy, parents, Mitt
and Johnny, Hilldale Apts., GP 4
Box 7, Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs. Dori Ellen Moss and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Cuba Road, Mayfield;
Mrs. Corinne H. Taylor, Rt. 1,
Smith Boyd Rd., Wingo;
James W...Seay, 823 Broad St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. June Williams, Rt.
1, Box 45A, Buchanan, Tenn.; Major J. Prescat, 614 Broad Ext.,
Murray;
Harold G. Hack, Rt. 5, Box 334,
Murray; Mrs. Ruth E. Medlock,
Rt. 4, Box 411B, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Isel Wilson, 51.2 Whibiell
Ave., Murray;
Roy Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 124,
Almo; Guthrie Grogan, Rt. 4, Box
109, Murray; Mrs. Myrtle
Farmer. 208 North 13th St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Maude W'rather, 1506
Becket, Murray; Fred B. Keel, Rt.
1, Farmington; Bee Robertson,
609 Barger, Mayfield.
----

Community events listed
Tuesday, May 10
Calloway County High School
Choral Department, assisted by
CCHS Jazz Band, will present an
evening of entertainment and
desserts at 7 p.m. in high school
cafeteria. Tickets are $2.50 each.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly i Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call Mary
at 753.9303.
---Murray Lions Club is scheduled
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House
---Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
- -- AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Building. South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
---Murray High School Speech
banquet will' be at 6:30 p.m. in
cafeteria.

Murray-CallowayComty_
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Sunday, May 8. No
newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Deborah Lynn Hill and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 290, Dexter;
Mrs. Terri Lynn Coltharp, Rt. 1.
Box 17, Farmington;
Mrs. Mary Denise Black and
baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 240C, Farm.
ington; Miss Lori Ann McDaniel,
Rt. 1, Box 181, Murray;
James Allen Turner, Rt. 5, Box
831. Murray; Paul E. Hurst, Rt. 3,
Box 143, Paris, Term.;
Mrs. Alice L. Steely (expired)
Rt. 2, Hazel; Woodrow Wilson expired ) Rt 3. Box 257, Paris, Term.

Wednesday, May 11
Murray•Calloway County
Hospital
- - -Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
- --Events in Land Between the
Lakes will be Senior Citizen week
at Piney campground; Iron In)
dustry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 pm'
at Homeplace-1850.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include
business/prayer meeting, Youth
Bible Study, GAs and RAs at 7
p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
- --Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Adult Education in Parish Center at 1 p.m. and
Vigil Mass at 6 p.m.
---Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9.45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship supper at 5:30
p.m.; Dhilciren's Graded Choir
program and Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Adult
Choir at 7:45 p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m., Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m., Finance Committee at 64
p.m , and Administrative Board at
7 30 p. m.
-- - Bazaar workshop will be at 7
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
Christian Church

Robertson and Carter Elementar)' Schools are „scheduled to have
a skating party from 6 to S p.m. at
Circus Skating of Murray.
- -- Neighborhood Crime Watch
meeting for residents of Bagwell
Subdivision Neighborhood will
start at 7 p.m. at Miller. Courthouse Annex.
Two newborn admissions and
- --dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Precious Moments Collectors
County Hospital for Saturday,
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at ConMay 7, have been released as
cord United Methodist Church, US
follows:
60, Paducah. For information call
Newborn admissions
1-395-7746 or 1-442-6834.
Virant baby girl, parents, Linda
-- -and James, 1000 South 16th St.,
Wednesday, May 11
Murray;
Blankenship Omit of South
Wednesday Ladies Tennis
Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Group of Murray Country Club
will have round robin play at 7 Church Women will meet at 7.30
p.m.
p.m. at the club courts.
- --Retirement rece-ption for Joe R
PAViS will meet at 3:15 p.m at
Dyer,
director of food services at
Calloway'Public Library for a pet
Murray
State University, will be-4
therapy trip to Fern Terrace and
La Leche League of Murray and Calloway County will meet Thursday.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital from 2 to 4 p m in North dining
May 12, at 7 p.m. in the home of Pamela Jetton. To reach her home take
Long Term Care Unit. A cookout Area of Winslow Cafeteria
-121 North through Coldwater continuing until you see the sign for Lora's
will be at 5 p.m at pavilion of Old
Homemakers Clubs will meet as
Antiques on left, make left turn onto Beech Grove Road and drive until
City Park. For information call
follows: Pacers at 930 arri. and
you see Burnett's Chapel Road, make a left and the Jetton home is the
436-2603 or 753-8628.
Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Boston
first house on left. The subject will be "The Baby Arrives." Anyone in
-- -in breastfeeding is invited. Babies are also welcomed. For
Ladies' day events at Murray Tea Party, Holiday Inn, New Contransportation call Chris Harrison, 759-1647.
Country Club will include golf at 9 cord at home of Hazel Manila',
South Pleasant Grove at 11 a m at
a.m and luncheon at 1145 a.m.
Golden Corral
- -- - - -Ladies' day events at Oaks
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Country Club will include bridge
Church will include Bible Study.
Thursday. May 12, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The line-up is as follows.
and golf at 9:30 a.m
business meeing, RAs. GAs
Court 1 - Rainey Apperson, Peggy Billington, Shirley Homra and Sue
--- Overbey; Court 2- Georgianna Moffitt, Nancy Whitmer, Carolyn CunnCircles of First United Mission Friends at 7 p.m.
ingham and Frances Hulse; Court 3 - Lois Keller. Martha Andrus,
Methodist Church Women will
Sharon Wells and Sheila Farmer. For a substitute call Linda Salley
Thursday, May 12
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows: HanDedication of new Murray
nah with Cheryl Naulty, Ruth
Wilson with Jo Fielder and Police Department facility at
"s_chapel
South Fifth and Poplar Streets will
Wesleyan with Alberta Chapman
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its annual
be at 2 p m
homecoming on Sunday, May 15. The Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, will speak
- - -Events at Calloway Public
at 11 a.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., potluck luncheon at n'oon.
La Leche League of Murray and
Library will include Parents and
and singing with special quartet and congretational singing in the afterTwos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours Calloway County will meet at 7
noon. The public is invited and urged to attend this annual event, a
p.m. at home of Pamela Jetton
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m._
church spokesman said.
For information call 759-1647
---_
Cancer Support Group will meet
City of Hazel will have its trash
at 2 p.m. in board room of Murray.
pick-up starting at 8 a m. For inCalloway County Hospital. Note
The Cancer Support group will meet Wednesday, May 11, at 2 p.m. in
formation call 492-8220
change from Tuesday this week.
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for cancer
---patients, their families and friends and is meeting this week only on
Life House will have prayer
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
Wednesday instead of the regular Tuesday. "Physician/Patient Relap.m. in third floor classroom of time from 12 noon to 1.30 p.m at
tionships" will be the subject for discussion.
Crisis Pregnancy Center, 1506
Chestnut St.
r
- -- If you would like to be a precinct worker, here's how you can apply
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For inName:
formation call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
-- -Address:
Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m in third floor
Phone:
classroom, Educational Building,
First United Methodist Church.
For Information call Brenda at
Precinct & party affiliation:
753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143.
- -- Send this information to:
Awards Assembly at Murray
High School will be at 2 p.m.
County Board of Elections
---101 So. 5th St (2nd Floor Courthouse)
Murray High School Band banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. in
Murray, KY 42071
cafeteria of school.
- - -Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Senior Citizen
Week at Piney Campground.
---Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
•
---Extra Cheese
Extra Cheese
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
plus 2 toppings of your choice
plus 2 toppings of your choice
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
on each pizza
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
tallow
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
Help
Mime
hall

DATEBOOK

La Leche League plans meeting

Tennis play on- Thursday

Martin

plans event

IN. OM alb 41MID

Cancer meeting Wednesday

The Onl. REAL Italian Pizza

1/4 CARAT* 1/2 CARAT*

LARGE
16" PIZZA

1 CARAT*

$29p
$499
$799
cHARGF
ii

A VA WA
BANK CARD;

Crie.,triut
Murray

/

$899

F14
JEWELERS
7 5 3 7695

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

•

DuncIn('kP,ckt.pOnIy I
Expires 5 14 58

Dine In Or Pick Up Onk
Expires 5 11 88

Contra, Shopping Center(across from MSU Stadium)
Murray
759-9600

Dexter Homemakers Club wilt.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter
Center.
((bard on pare 6)
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LEGAL NOTICE

Summary of the ballot on the voting machine face for the
election on Tuesday, May 24th as required by liRS 424.290

SAMPLE BALLOT
o
WARNING.— YOUR
MARKS MUST BE
SHOWING FOR VOTE
TO REGISTER

Gist TURN SWITCH RIGHT
TO CLOSE CURTAINS
2nd MARK YOUR BALLOT AND
LEAVE MARKS
SHOWING-+

3rd TURN SWITCH LEFT

Calloway County
1

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY
PRIMARY ELECTION
MAY 24, 1988

PRIMARY ELECTION
MAY 24, 1988

COLUMN A

COLUMN B
1-B

United States
Representative in Congress

2-B

1st Congressional Dist.

(Vote for One)

State Senator

Tim A.
LANGFORD

Greg
HIGDON

Jane C.
STOKES

Magistrate
District 2

(Unexpired Term)

El
Cl

1st Senatorial Dist.

(Vote for One)

3-B

3-A

4-B

4-A

Li

LI

5-A

•
6-8

ladle
NEWBERRY

(Vote for One)
Steve
LAX

7-A

8-A

1

1

Li

District 2 Includes:
Murray #2
Murray #3
Murray #4
Murray #7

Clayton Creek
Cherry Corner
New Concord

7-B
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Group Uses Potential
Waste To Fight Their

1 Executive Boulevard
tt
:Ait Paducah, Kentucky

gl'oe,#)
tont

4434000 Toll Free 1-800-592-3481

City's Want

RAY PRICE
SATURDAY, MAY 14
8 PM & 10 PM

By Abigail Van Buren

Community...

• 19641 by Un.y•rsiii Press Synd.cate

COMING SOON
JOHNNY CASH
SATURDAY, MAY 28
8 PM & 10 •M

Call for information on weekend specials

Italian
Spaghetti Special

What teen-agers need to know about
sex, drugs, AIDS, getting along with
their peers and parents is now in
Abby's updated, expanded booklet,
"What Every Teen Should Know.- To
order, send your name and address,
&learly printed, plus check or money
Order for $3.60($4 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby's Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 81064. Postage and
handling are included.

DEAR ABBY: I agree that the redistribution of this type
of
(Cont'd from page 4)
waste of good food in the school and schools are a valuablefood, self-addressed envelope to: Dick
un- Goebel, Twelve Baskets, P.O. Box
lunchroom is appalling. Your sug- tapped resource. When
Thursday, May It
there are
gestion that the matter be taken up needy people who can benefit from 7217, St. Paul, Minn. 55107. The
Senior
citizens'
activities will be
program
is
funded through private
by the PTA is a good one. There is the work of organizations such
as contributions, foundation grants from 10 a.m. to 2p.m. at Hazel and
one more thing that can be done, Twelve Baskets, but the law
pre- and the United Way.
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m to
however.
vents that help, then it's time to
By the way, I am in no way 3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
There is a non-governmental, change the law.
associated with Twelve Baskets.
_
non-profit agency in St. Paul called
This is an election year. Please
BILL JASPERS(FORMER
Events at First Baptist Church
Twelve Baskets (named after the tell your readers to write to their
ST. PAUL INSPECTOR) will
baskets of food scraps collected senators and representatives and
include Mothers' Day Out at 9
after one of the miracles of the ask them to support a repeal of the
DEAR BILL: Neither am I, but a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
loaves and fishes). About three anti-redistribution law, which is a it's a crime
to throw out edible a.m.
years ago, the founders approached part of the commodities program. food when
so many people are
the St. Paul Health Department Sending this column along with the hungry and
Group IV of Christian Women's
homeless. It's a
with a plan to redistribute un- letter might help.
great idea. Rudy and Dave, the Fellowship of First Christian
wanted salvageable food. With the
For information on how to set up ball is in your court!
Church will meet at 12 noon in
guidance and blessing of the health a food reclamation and redistribuFellowship Hall.
department, the program was tion program,send
a long, stamped,
begun. It was one of the first of its
kind in the country.
Twelve Baskets picks up surplus
and distressed food and delivers it
-directly to on-site eating programs,
where it is immediately prepared in
approved kitchens and served. The
food comes from food plants, bakeries, dairies, restaurants, grocery
stores and other facilities where
such food may be available.
Unfortunately, schools are not
allowed to participate in this program because federal law prohibits
redistribution of federal commodities that schools receive. Until the Associated Press
U.S. Congress passes a bill that
allows for such redistribution,
COLINA, Chile — Leontina Albina
salvageable, wholesome food will doesn't expect much attention from
continue to be wasted daily. Minne- her children on Mothers Day.
sota Senators Boachwiti and DuShe didn't raise the 53 of them to
renberger are aware of the problem, be like that "Children grow up and
and would introduce a bill to correct they go away. That's a mothers
it, but they don't feel there is life."
adequate support for it in Congress.
According to the Guinness Book
There is an increasing need for a World Records, she is the most
prolific woman alive. The book recI.,
ords 55 regLstered births before
1981, and she says she's had four
Once then. Six died at birth or shortly afterward.
Albina says she raises her chilASSOCIATED PM 54
dren to be independent.
"I tell them, 'Don't worry about One of theillehlklren of Laotians Albino who still live at home
'liking care of me. I've still got my gives her •tug near their slum home in Ow Chiloan town of Galina.
own good hands to wort with,'" she mother I'll always keep my children
ness puts her age at 62 Her husband
said in an interview. "I tell them, and never give them away."
admits to 73, but Albina said -he's
Try to end up better than me.'"
Al age 12 she left the orphanage rlIy pushing 80."
With today's changing
"Besides, can you Imagine if they to marry Gerardo, a 30-yearol
d
economic picture. insured
She said she tried an intrauterine
were all still here? What a problem mule driver, she said. The children
birth control device, "but I got pregCertificates of Deposit are a
that would be'." she added, her came quickly, in threes and twos.
nant anyway and nearly died ... I
great place to invest your
tanned
and weathered face crin"I was a triplet myself. I think think it was a punishment from God
savings dollars. Let me
kling in a big smile.
that's why I always had triplets or for doing something I shouldn't."
show you our full range of
A problem indeed. Albina, her twins," she said.
Many of the children are scatattractive interest rates.
husband. Gerardo, and the 18 chilThe first 21 children were boys: tered: Two are in Japan. two In the
maturity dates and payment
dren who remain at home share a "I cried, you know? I really wanted
United States, one in Switzerland,
schedules. Call today
Iwo-room wooden shack on the edge a girt."
another in Sweden and a dozen or
of a slum in Colina, a rural commuShe would have them, during the more in Argentina.
nity 20 miles north of Santiago.
family's emigration from Argentina
She has trouble keeping track, not
Ds%id LamThe rickety house has electricity to Chile in 1953. They crossed the only
of locations but of names.
hut no running water. The children Andes mountains on mule, and she
320 Main Si.
Three Susanas, three MIriams, two
bathe
in
a
sznall, battered enamel gave birth during the rugged two- Estrellas and
(New National Note0
two Soledades.
washbowl in the dusty backyard, week journey in a snowstorm: two
7i.3-7401
Those Still at home keep her and
next to the outhouse.
girls and a boy. The boy didn't sur- her husband struggling to make
Why, in such poverty, would a vive the trip.
.:41 Edward
ends meet
have so many children'
In all she would bear 18 girls, inD. Jones & Co: woman
Albina said the family goes
• Albina says she and two brothers- cluding twins now 15 months old.
through 2 pounds of sugar and 10
Were abandoned as infants in neighNone avagaDie or ,erfuest
Will there be more?
pounds of potatoes a day. About 211
FSLIC or FDiC
boring
Argentina to the care of a
Albina shrugs. "If God sends them gallons of cooking oil and 160
S100 000 May be sutaect Ic Moir•St
ofrelry
awry windrow* Ertectrve church-run orphanage. When she to me, yes. But I'd
like God to also pounds of flour last a month.
5 9 88 Suimect avaaabory 10 r
was 5, her brothers were adopted. consider me, now that rill ap55 000 mmanurn (acme
Although the family sometimes
She remained behind, heartsick, proaching old age."
can't make ends meet, she says "the
had made a vow: "When I become a
She says she is 59, although Guin- smallest always eat."
•••
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Tiempo Radial
Steel Belted Strength...$3295 to r
P155 80R13
All Season Tread
Whitewall

depend on us for

VALUE EQUALITY
It's Garden Time
Again At
Gibson Ham Co.

:Po

Frosty Acres
Fresh Frozen Vegetables

At:

Holland Drugs
109 South 4th St.
East Side of
Court Square
Date:Thur., May 12, 1988

Arriva Radial
Great Traction
In Any weather

1.

Photo Hours 9-12, 1-5:30

Eagle ST Radial
Road Gripping
Performance

$A98
for

P155/80R13
Whitewall

$6399,,,,,
P185/70R13
White letter

Baby Limas

20lb

Purple Hull Peas

20Lb

Green Beans

20Lb

Breaded Okra

201.b

Cut Corn

20Lb.

•

100% Pure Ground Beef Y4 lb.

All Radials Sale Priced Thru May 31st.

Patties

$ 189g
9599

14 lb Box

599

96
9479

$ 1 946
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90 Days Same
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Wieners

lb
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— Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 N. 3rd St.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market in Murray"
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Plastic protector, wood brightener among new products on market
By.4NDI LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT — A selfadhesive plastic protector.
Manuacturer's claim — That
this product is designed for
laminating documents, protecting
photographs, covering identification cards, customizing book
covers and protecting surfaces
where it is desirable to retain their
original beauty ... that it is wearresistant, scrubbable and very
durable ... that the special selfadhesive backing eliminates backing paper and allows it to be
respositioned as necessary ... that
it is available in 20 colors, patterns
and wood finishes ... and that it
can be obtained in 12-inch by
10-foot rolls and 20-inch by 5-foot
rolls.
THE PRODUCT — Glass tiles

that look and feel like genuine
marble.
Manufacturer's claim — That
these tiles can be used in
bathrooms, hallways, entrances
and on accent walls ... that they,
are created by a special new process that reproduces exact images
of marble onto the underside of the
glass tiles ... that they are easy to
clean and not affected by stains or
moisture .. that the self-adhesive
backing creates a permanent bond
to any wall surface ... that,
although they look like marble,
they are very light in weight ...
that 12-inch by 12-inch and 4-inch
by 4-inch tiles are available.,. and
that they come in eight colors to
complement any decor.
THE PRODUCT — A wood
brightener.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this brightener can restore gray

and weathered wood to its original
appearance ... that it removes
mildew, algae, dirt and stains ...
that it can be used on wood decks,
siding and fence posts and can also
be used to prepare exterior wood
for paint, stain and other finishes
that it is applied with a stiff
brush after being mixed with
water ... that one pound of it will
clean 300 square feet of wood ...
and that tools used with it are
cleaned easily with water.
THE PRODUCT — A combination workbench and storage chest
especially designed for airpowered equipment.
Manufacturer's claim — That
Its heavy-duty top provides 6%
square feet of work area and includes two drop-leaf surfaces that
can be folded for compact storage
... that the storage chest has a
mid-level shelf and two hinged
doors for easy access ... that this

storage area s suitable for a compact air compressor and an auxiliary 5-gallon air storage tank ...
that there is plenty of extra room
for the variety of tools that can be
used for air operation ... that the
complete bench is mounted on
high heavy-duty wheels for easy
portability-...and three air hose
outlets allow different tools to be
connected at the same time.

much helpful information on a
variety of subjects in Andy L,ang's
handbook, "Practical Home

(The plastic protector is
manufactured by Royal Lace Division of Mafcote Industries, 93
North Ave., Garwood, NJ 07027;
the glass tiles by Mechanical Mirror Works, 230 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10001; the wood
brightener by United Gilsonite
Laboratories, P.O. Box 70, Scranton, PA 18501; and the workbenchstorage chest by Ingersoll-Rand,
253 East Washington, NJ 07882.)
(Do-it-yourselfers will find

Repairs," which can be obtained
by sending $2 to box 5, Teaneck,
NJ 07666.)

4-BUTTON, 7 CYCLE
DURA 10`'UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER
•Supw Scrub cycle for
pots and pens
•Durs 10,a tub and door
P... with by...
warranty
•3-level weeh system
•Large capacity upper rock
•Onroff indicator light
•Soft food disposer
•Reverse:4e front wigs

Now Only

'We Now Carry
Airtemp Air Conditioners
We Service What We Sell

Shaking enamel can cause bubbles
-By ANDY-LW
AP New/features
Q. — I bought a gallon of enamel
and had the dealer mix it well on a
kind of shaker When I applied the
enamel a couple of hours later. I
had some trouble with bubbles in
it. Did this have anything to do
with the shaking and should I have
skipped having it done? If so, why
didn't the dealer tell me?
A — Can't answer why the paint
dealer did not tell you it is unwise
to shake the enamel. It should be
stirred very carefully. Too much
shaking causes air bubbles, as you
found out. Most dealers know
enamel and a pint shaker are not
good buddies
Q. — I am going to put up
wallboard panels in an attic I am
finishing. I would like to use an
adhesive instead of nails. although
I realize a few nails will have to be
used. Is there a special kind of
adhesive to use' How about contact cement?
A. — Use what is called
wallboard adhesive. It allows you
to position the panels properly
before it begins to dry. Contact cement is not good for this purpose
because it bonds immediately, so
does not allow repositioning.
Q. — I recently began using
power tools. Most of them seem to
work very well. but I always have
trouble with the power sande?:
The wood I sand looks very
smooth for a moment, but when I
look closely I find it has marks on
It, as though the sanding machine
had caused them? Can you tell me
what I am doing wrong?
A. — Very difficult to analyze at
long range, but it sounds as though
you may be starting the motor
after the sander is in contact with
the wood. You should always pull
the trigger switch or whatever
starts the motor before the sandpaper is in contact with the wood.
Placing the' sander against the
wood and turning it on can cause
such marks. However, that also
could come from shutting off the
motor while the sander is against
the wood. First remove the
machine from the wood's surface,
liken shut it off. Other things to
watch: if the turn-on, turn-off

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center — Hwy. 641 N
(Next to Cain•s AMC Jeep)
759-1505

routine is not at lault, you may be-- failing to sand with the grain, stopping the sander for a moment
while it is touching the wood, or
even using the wrong type of
sander.
Q. — The concrete floor in our
garage is in bad shape and Lwant
to put another layer of concrete
over it. I have been told that only
about an inch of new concrete is
needed to provide a new, smooth
surface. Is this so and will the new
concrete adhere well to the old?
A. — Oddly enough, the rougher
and more uneven the old concrete
is. the better the new will cling to
it. In fact, some professional
workers deliberately roughen up
the old surface with a cold chisel
and hammer before adding new
concrete. Just to be sure. though,
you had better apply a special bonding preparation that is sold in
home centers or wherever sand,
gravel and the like are sold. It is
put on just before applying the
new concrete.
Q. — I have to put down a concrete driveway. Once it has been
laid, the concrete must be cured. I
have heard different versions as to
how this is done. What is your
opinion?
A. — Curing means keeping the
new concrete damp for about a
week, although there is one school
of thought that says this isn't
necessary. Old concrete workers
say it is essential if the concrete is
to maintain its strength indefinitely. There are different ways this
can be done, the most common being to place burlap over the concrete and sprinkle the burlap on
and off for six or seven days. Any
material can be used if It retains
moisture.
(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, remover, etc., are detailed
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
finishing in the Home," which can
be obtained by sending 75 cents
and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How,
P. 0. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column
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We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And 1 Year Written Warranty.

k

17 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
wThardboard siding
vinyl siding
12100 I % CAR (123(20)
1 n CA*(12X20)
I CAI/IOW:2M
$2675 2 CAR (111X20)
LAME 2 CAR (21272)
113150 LARGE 2 CAR (22222)
214 CAR (74224)
wag 2 Va CAR (24224)
LAIROE 2 *pit CAR
,yknee 2 Va CAR
(24x30)
$4075
(243(20)
Phut ON Lestet Let a Freight. Larger Garages Avaliatiaa

$4675

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

,
THIS 750 SQUARE FOOTIVIINIHOUSE has a cross-ventilated livingdining area which faces both the street and the yard. This bedroom is
connected with the living room by a small hall that also leads to the bath.
For more information about Plan HA146OR write — enclosing a stamped.
self-addressed envelope 7 to architect Jan Reiner. 1000-52nd St. North.
St. Petersburg. FL 33710

$2426
23296
UM*
23475

r ...„

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY - (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
/
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DuPont STAINMASTERCarpet
4-Pc. Roller
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BONANZA
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Cover Set
Pack of 4 high quality reusable 9"
roller covers for use with oil paints

Great values on new
colars and new stVies•
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Little
23711
87885/
Playmate Cooler '
tiokh nine 12 oz cans will)ice Perfect
for the beach, picnics or traveling

Prices
Start at

GARAGES

$989
NORSE BARNS

All purpose hot glue gun Ideal for
hobbies and home repair projects

Coll or Write

Per Square
Yard

J.C. Cates
Construction Co.
8765 Cairo Rood
W. Paducah, Ky. 42086
502-443-8562
... the brand that tnakes the difference.

Thermogrip
Glue Gun

Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th

Murray

753 0839

208 E Main

753-3361
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Cards whip
Padres 7-1

ll'oststiason bascha II

Marshall ends Lakers'
season with 5-2 defeat

Surgery leaves
McWilliams in
familiar form

after a walk, Matt Blossom reachBy CLAY WALKER
ed on an error to score the MarSports Editor
shals' first run. The next batter
.Pookie Jones turned around in
was hit by a pitch and Allan
disgust at the called strike in the
Darnell singled in two more to
sixth inning. He backed off the
give Marshall County a 3-2 edge.
plate and took a deep breath after
Bazzell opened his fourth inning
the second called strike. He fought
on the hill with a strikeout, but the
off two more pitches, fouling them
ball got past his catcher and the
off to the right side, then ripped a
Calloway receiver tossed the ball
Dax Myhand fastball towards the
into rightfield allowing the wouldleftfield fence. Jones was rounding
be out to advance to second base.
second when the Marshall
The runner moved to third on a
defender finally gloved the shot
fielder's choice and Bazzell came
with his back to the wall.
back with his second strikeout of
The shot that just came up short
the inning, and this one stuck.
was indicative of Calloway
Then Kurt Ives began his hitting
County's fortunes Monday aftertear, singling in Marshall County's
noon as Marshall County held off
fourth run of the game.
the Lakers 5-2 in the opening round
Ives added an insurance run in
of the Fourth District baseball
the top of the seventh, doubling in
tournament held at Calloway
Jaco.
County.
Calloway threatened to score on
The Lakers picked up two runs
in the first inning off a Trent several occasions, including the
Campbell single that trickled past sixth inning..after Jones,: long out
the Marshals shortstop, but that missed making the score 5-3
Myhand held the Lakers in check by less than two feet.with no outs.
Wells drew a walk and Campbell
just as he had done in the Lakers'
second game of the year, a 4-2 singled to left to place runners on
first and second. Johnny Ahart
MCHS win.
bunted both runners over, but the
Myhand struck out seven batters while surrending just two Lakers couldn't cash in.
-I think that shot hit by Pookie
walks and scattering seven hits.
One of the Lakers' runs was could have gone out. I thought it
was going to," C -IS coach Randy
earned.
McCallon said. "You know, if that
Calloway countered with a
makes it over then we have those
strong effort from Allan Bazzell in
runners on second and third with
a battle of lefthanders. Bazzell
struck out eight while walking on- one out instead of two, providing
the same scene no occurs. And we
ly one and giving up eight hits. The
have another run already across."
Marshals scored three earned
The Lakers closed the season at
runs.
Marshall County threatened to 15-10 and Marshall County moved
open things up in the second inn- to 16-3. The Marshals meet the
winner of today's 4:30p m match.
ing, putting runners on first and
second with only one out. But first up of Murray and Mayfield at 430
Wednesday afternoon.
baseman Corey Wells made a nice
Calloway generated its two runs
jump to snare a line drive and
when Jones walked with two outs
threw over to second for an inningin the first. Wells reached on an
ending double play.
Greg Jaco opened the third inn- error and a passed ball moved the
ing with a base hit, however, and (Cont'd on page 9)

By The Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — Thanks to the arthroscopic shoulder surgery he
underwent last fall, Larry
McWilliams is beginning to feel
like his old self,
"I'm no different at all — just
the fact that I'm throwing a lot
better," McWilliams said after
allowing sifhits in 62-3 innings in
the St. Louis Cardinals' 7-1 victory
over San Diego Monday night. "I
don't pitch quite as hard, but
that's to be expected."
McWilliams' return to the form
he once demonstrated for the Pittsburgh Pirates was obvious to San
Diego Padres manager Larry
Bowa.
"He's a battler. He's a veteran
(who) knows how to do things,"
Bowa said of McWilliams. "He
doesn't beat himself. He throws
strikes. He knows how to pitch."
St. Louis signed McWilliams, 34,
after the pitcher — a veteran of
seven major league seasons —
was offered a minor league contract last winter by the Texas
Rangers.
"As long as I keep doing it,
somebody's going to hand me the
ball," McWilliams said of his effective pitching so far for the Cardinals. "Hopefully, it'll be (St.
Louis manager) Whitey Herzog."
A 10-hit Cardinals attack
featured rookie Luis Alicea's tworun single, capping a six-run third
inning.
Scott Terry pitched the final 2
1-3 innings for the Cardinals.
McWilliams, while improving his
record to 2-0, struck out two and
walked three before leaving.
McWilliams doubled off starter
Ed Whitson, 2-2, to spark an inning
that matched St. Louis' biggest of
the season.
Vince Coleman doubled
McWilliams home, took third on
Ozzie Smith's infield hit, and Tom
Brunansky's one-out double made
It 2-0. The Cards added two more
runs on Bob Homer's run-scoring
grounder and Terry Pendleton's
RBI double. Alicea made it 6-0
with his two-run single.
Dickie Thon's two-out pinch
single scored Carmelo Martinez in
San Diego's fifth.
McWilliams has a 0.84 earnedrun average in nine relief appearances and two starts.
It was the 22nd time in 29 games
this year that the Padres have
scored three or fewer runs.

Pookie dopes hit the hardest ball off Marshall County's Dax Myhand on Monday, but it was caught at the leftfield fence as the Marshals ended Calloway's season in the first round of the Fourth District baseball
tournament.
Staff photo bi (la) Walker

Spring sports

Calloway linksters 'blow past' Hickman, Heath; Murray splits
Staff Report

Calloway's golfing Lakers didn't get
flustered by the bluster in Clinton Monday
afternoon, braving a hilly course and high
winds to post a 180-184-205 win over
Hickman County and Heath at Oak Hill
Country Club.
"It was very windy, and the course was
kind of on top of a hill," Calloway coach
Johnny Gingles reported. "It was very
blustery."
Patrick Gupton led the Lakers with a 41

for medalist honors while David McCuiston added a 44, Trevor Coleman chipped in a 47 and Mike Wilson carded a 48.
Scores not included in the team scoring
Included Adam Chambers' 51 and eighthgrader Ashley Ross' 66.
Calloway faces Mayfield at Mayfield
today.
Murray High's boys fell to the double
Eagle at Mayfield Monday afternoon while
the Lady Tigers were defeating Marshall

and Graves County at home.
At Mayfield's South Highland Country
Club, Graves County picked up comedallist scores of 38 from Chris Wilson
and Larry Joe Seay to chalk up a 168-172
win over Murray, with Marshall County
following at 177 in the tight three-team
field.
At Murray Country Club, Murray's Amy
Wilson fired a ZS to claim medallist honors
In the six-hole match. Murray posted a
26-stroke win, 120-146 over Marshall while

Postsi ison softball

'Backing up' his reputation

Lady Lakers,
Murray High
lose openers
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Mayfield and Marshall
County's softball squads followed Perry Mason's advice during the first round of the Fourth District Softball Tournament Monday afternoon at Mayfield, using strong defense to advance into today's championship round with victories over Calloway County and
Murray.
Mayfield nipped Calloway 4-2 in a game settled by
defense, while Marshall County ended Murray's
season with an 11-1 victory.
"A couple of our girls were just robbed," Murray
coach Audrey Brown noted after Marshall County's
defense kept the Lady Tigers from ever mounting a
serious challenge.
Calloway coach Rose Ross Elder and the Lady
Lakers were also feeling robbed, but knew they left
the back door open in Mayfield's come-from-behind
win.
The Lady Lakers had taken a 2-0 first-inning lead
when leadoff batter Stefan' Barnett singled and
Erica Muskgrow followed with a line-drive to right
field for an inside-the-park home run.
Mayfield promptly clamped down on Calloway
after that. Picking up three hits in the first inning,
the Lady Lakers would end the game with six.
But the Calloway defense seemed determined to
make the slim lead stand, as the game surged
through four innings with the score intact
"We played real good defense," Elder noted "Except for one inning."
Disaster struck with two outs and bases empty in
the top of the fifth when Patricia Powers reached on
an error and a Mayfield base hit by Kendra Wilson
gave the Lady Cardinals two baserumiers.
Mayfield's second error of the inning — an overthrow on a ground ball by Maquel Nelson — set the
Lady Cardinal runners in motion, and before
Calloway could stop the play both runners and the
batter had crossed the plate, lifting Mayfield on top
3-2.
Mayfield scored an insurance run in the sixth inn(Csont'd no page tp

Graves finished at 155
For the Tigers, Todd Sims scored a 41
and Craig Schwettman and Jon
Muehlemann added'42s while Bill Fandnch
finished at 47
Scores not included in the team score included 47s from Lance Balmer and Brock
Peyer.
For the Lady Tigers, Meredith Howe and
Lisa Rexroat added 30s and Jennifer Howe
carded a 32 Connie Steely added a 32 not
(Cont'd on page 9)

Mears has best time in second car

Calloway County first baseman Kim Shelton stretches for a high throw as
Mayfield's Beth
Warrnath reaches base on the error. Watching is Mayfield coach Ray
Warmath.
..taft photo h‘ Daniel T Parker

By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS — Rick Mears walked trackside from Gasoline Alley.
climbed into a new Penske race car and within five or six laps was above
213 mph. And that was in the team's backup car
"It had a little push with the wind, and if it hadn't been windy it might
have had more I speed)," Mears said Monday after pushing the PC17 to a
quick lap of 213.118 mph, the fastest by any driver so far in three days of
practice for the May 29 Inditumpolis 500.
The first of four days of qualifications is scheduled for Saturday, when
the pole position will be decided.
Rain early on Monday gave way to partly sunny skies, but winds
gusting to 46 mph greeted Mears and the two dozen other drivers who
practiced. By mid-afternoon, the wind was steady at about 30 mph.
"You get in the corner and it wouldn't turn. But because of the wind.
yodajust can't tell too much. You just never know,- Mears said. "The car
is plenty comfortable as bad as the conditions were, but under the circumstances it's very tough to fine-tune it."
The two-time Indy winner, who set one- and four-lap Speedway
records in qualifications two years ago, was testing the backup Chevypowered Penske that he will share with his teammates, defending hampion Al Unser and 1985 winner Danny Sullivan.
The car had never turned a wheel before Mears climbed in it Monday
afternoon. On Sunday, driving his own Penske for the first time, Mears
was up to about 210 mph within three laps.
His circuit at 213 came shortly after Mario Andretti raised the top
speed of the week to 212.665, one mile per hour faster than Dick Simon's
top lap during Saturday's opening day of practice.
The speed wars haven't ended.
Al Unser Jr. Improved his top lap to 211.317, Derek Daly of Ireland
raised his best to 208.478, Scott Brayton climbed-to 207.182, and Al Unser
Improved to 206.896.
Through three days of practice, 22 drivers had topped 200 mph, including rookies John Andretti, Mario's nephew, and Bill Vukovich III,
whose grandfather won Indy in 1953 and 1954.
"It's just that things are getting a lot more refined. That's the biggest
thing," said Mears, who was the fastest qualifier in the season opener at
Phoenix last month and qualified third — behind Sullivan and Andretti
— at Long Beach.
"You've got a certain set of paramaters, as far as the rules go, and
they've been pretty stable the past few years. So everybody's explored
all areas of those paramaters, and they've found what areas work best
so they're just refining those areas now," Mears said of the car
designers' constant tinkering to gain additional speed.
"It's becoming a fine line now as far as tuning, trying to get an advantage," Mears said, "just to make a big enough gain to show a half.
percenthere, three-quarters of a percent there, 1 percent there."
In 1986, Mears set Speedway records of 216.878 mph for four laps and
217.581 for one lap during qualifications. Last year, Andretti had two
unofficial laps above 218 mph in practice but won the pole position at
215.390.
/

(Coned from page 8)
trig while keeping Calloway's bats
quieted for the 4-2 victory.
Stefan' Barnett took the hard.
luckloss, victimized by the errors
and lack of offensive support.
"We rested on offense after the
first inning," Elder noted. "We
got the good lead early, but forgot
that no lead is safe."
Murray never had the luxury of
the lead against Marshall, as the
Lady Marshals scored twice in the
top of the first inning and continually edged away from the
Lady Tigers.
With Marshall fielders scooping
hard grounders and snaring deep
flies, Murray was caged until the
bottom of the fifth, when the Lady
Tigers took advantage of two Marshall errors.
Lauri Perrin reached on the first
error and scored on a misplay on
Donnis Stogner's grounder.
The run cut the lead to 6-1, but
Marshall responded with their
best inning of the game, a four-run
rally in the top of the sixth that
sealed the scoring and the 10-1

final margin.
Mel Horn had two triples and
drove in four runs for Marshall
while Kim Oliver added a home
run and a single. Rechelle Cadwell
and Amy Lovett also had two hits
for Marshall.
Leslie Loberger took the loss.
"We knew Marshall was a good
team," Brown said."We were just
hoping they weren't as good as
they had been in the past."
Murray, meanwhile, proved
they weren't as bad as in the past.
After winning only one game in
1987, the Lady Tigers ended 1988
with an 8-9 record with a youth.
orientedteam that included only
five seniors.
Calloway County finished the
season with a 10-11 record.
Mayfield and Marshall play today for the Fourth District championship at 4 p.m., while the First
Region tournament will be held in
Murray next week. Pairings will
be announced after the conclusion
of district tournament
competition.

Spring sports

Murra) High's Leslie Loberger took the loss Mooda as Marshall
eliminated the Lady Tigers 10-I in the Fourth Ibstrict tournament.
Flie phone b (1ay Walker

(Coat'd from page 8)
runners to second and third where
Campbell singled them home
McCallon said that while ending
the year in the first postseason
contest was disappointing, considering the loss of three starters
to injuries, he is pleased with his
team's 15-10 record
"I'm sary to see it end, but we
had our chances and that's really

all you can ask — to be in the
ballgame," the first-year coach
said. "We've had a good season.
We've overcome adversity and
now the guys coming back know a
little more about what I expect of
them.
"Everybody contributed, every
player on this team," he added.
"And 15-10 isn't too shabby."

(Cont'd from page 8)
-Included in the team scoring.
TENNIS
It appears that the only girls tennis team around that can beat
Murray High is Lone Oak. As a
matter of fact, it appears that no
one else can even come close.
The Lady Tigers breezed to a 9-0
win over Mayfield on Monday and
the Tigers won 6-3. The win put
Murray's girls at 9-1 and the boys
at 8-3.
In boys action, Jason Hunt lost
his No. 1 singles contest with Seph
Jensen 8-3, Mark Whitaker won at
No. 2 over Craig Wallace 8-0 and
Andrea DeSantis lost 9-8 to Jason
Lancaster.
Scott Foster defeated Brian
Thomas 8-2, Greg Knedler downed
Chad Higgins 8-3 and Josh Johnson
buried Wilson Covington 8-1.
Whitaker and Foster fell 8-3 win
at No. 1 doubles. Kendler and Russ
Adkins won 8-3 and DeSantis and
Hunt won 8-6.
Ellen Hogancamp remained
undefeated for the Lady Tigers,
whipping Holly Thomas 8-0. Beth
Wilson defeated Beth Wiman 8-1,
Allison Carr downed Valerie Beck
8-0 and Katherine Oakley beat
Laura Easley 8-2.

Heather Hughes defeated Kim
Cook 8-2 and Kim Sexton scored an
8-2 win over Keel Clark.
In doubles play, Carr and
Oakley won 8-5, Hughes and Sexton 8-1 and Hogancamp and Wilson
8-2.
The Lady Lakers suffered a 6-3
setback to Paducah Tilghman,
despite the play of Amy Haskins,
who knocked off Kelly McKnight
8-1 at No. 1 singles. Haskins' only
defeat of the season was against
Hogancamp, the defending
regional champion.
Beth Boaz lost to Amy Gregory
8-3, but Rebecca Hoke got past
Amy Chapman 9-8 (7-4). Susan
Lax lost 8-3 to Kathlene
Wooldridge, Julie Pittnian feu 83
to Lisa Houston and Grace Curd
was knocked off by Carrot Heflin
8-0. In doubles play, Haskins and
Boaz handed defending regional
champs McKnight and Gregory
their only loss of the year with an
8-6 win, Hoke and Lax lost 8-1 and
Pittman and Curd fell 8-5.
Murray and Calloway meet today. The boys will play on Murray's courts and the girls will be at

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eon Division
W
L Pet. OR
New York
20
11
Milwaukee
18
11
62i
1
Detroit
18 12
Boston
17
12
586
2
Cleveland
17
13
567 2
Toronto
13
17
Bann non
4
26
133 15',4
West Division
W
L Pet. OR
Oakland
24
7
Chicago
15
14
.517
Kansas City
14
17
462 10
Texas
13 16
448 10
Seattle
14
18
438 10,4
California
13
19
Minnesota
11
18
379 12
Monday's Games
Chicago 3, Baltimore 0
Milwaukee 9. bfInnesota 6
Boston 2. Kansas City 0
California 2, Cleveland 1
Oakland 3, Detroit 1
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gaines
Chicago ( Horton 3-4 ) at New York
I Candelaria 3-2. I n)
Seattle (Langston 2-3) at Toronto (Clancy
1-3). in)
Milwaukee Wegnian
Minnesota
(Straker 0-1).In)
Bootee (Hurst 542) at Kansas City (Bannister 4-2), In)
Baltimore (Thurmond 0-5) at Texas
(Hough 3-4). In )
Cleveland (Bailee 1-3) at Cs.ttfornla
(Finley 2-4.In)
Detroit Ten-ell 0-01 at Oakland (Young
2-0). fl

a-a) at

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
New York
21
8
Pittsburgh
IS
11
Chicago
l
14
Montreal
14
15
St Louis
13
17
Philadelphia
10 18

Los Angeles
Houston
Cincinnati
San Francisco
San Diego
Atlanta
Monday's Games
Los Angeles at Chicago. ppd rain
San Francisco 8, Pittsburgh 6
Cincinnati 2. Philadelphia 0
Atlanta 9. Montreal 8
Houston 6, New York 2
St Louis 7 San Diego 1
Tuesday's Games
L411 Angeles (Belcher 2-0 at Chicago
(Sutcliffe 2-3)
Montreal (B.Smith
21 at Atlanta
(Glavine 1-4)
San Francisco (Downs 0-21 at Pittsburgh
(Palaclos 0-2), fl)
Cincinnati (Browning 0-0) at Philadelphia
(Carman 3-2). In)
New York (Cone 3-0) at Houston (Deshales
2-2) (n)
San Diego (Hawkins 32, at St Louis
(Mathews 2-2). (flu

2 Door,'Power Seats, Power Windows,Power Door
Locks, AM / FM Cassette W / CB— Clean Car

Trucks - Trailers - Buses Inc.
Ask For Jack, Don or Ben
753-1372

'Slugger' delivers different strokes for different folks
LOUISVILLE. Ky. API1
—
Willie McCovey discarded his
after every five hits. Joe Sewell
used the same one for 13 years.
The Louisville Slugger is a
baseball bat more famous than
most of the players who swung, or
swing it.- Roger Hornsby liked his bats
with a brown finish: George
Foster preferred his black, and
Harry "The Hat" Walker went for
a two-tone model.
The model Hank Aaron used to
break Babe Ruth's career home.
run record was similar in design to
Ruth's, but at 35 inches long it was

one inch shorter than Ruth's, and
at 33 ounces it was nine ounces
lighter.
There are Many different
models which a major leaguer can
order, usually through their
teams. If a player wants a bat
made to specifications that cannot
be met by any current model, a
new model is created and it
becomes that player's model.
The models have numbers and
names. The R43 is the Babe Ruth
model: the T85 is the Mary
Throneberry model. The most
popular model today is the M110
named after Eddie Malone, a cat-

cherwho batted .257 in 86 games
with the Chicago White Sox in 1949
amr1950.
A tat must not be more than 42
Inches long, not more than 234 inches wide at the barrel, and it
must be made of wood to qualify
for use in the major leagues.
Louisville Sluggers start in the
Northeast, especially Pennsylvania and New York, where the
ash of which they are made is
grown. Today's bats were seeds
when the mighty Ruth was making
the home run the most exciting
play in baseball.

The bats are made in a plant a
few miles from Louisville on the
Indiana side of the Ohio River.
There, craftsmen can turn out a
bat by hand in about 20 minutes for
a major leaguer. A bat for retail
use can be turned out in about
eight seconds, but it takes four
hours to set up the lathe for a particular model.
Wooden bats now are made
mostly for professional baseball
and amateur softball, according to
Bill Williams, vice president of
advertising and promotional sales
for Hillerich & Bradsby Co. Inc

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash,11
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open: tilonfri 7-5 Sit. 8-12

Ends
!Worlds y

Visa-MC-Oiscover

Porter Paint
$1099Gal.
Exterior Acrylic
Latex White

$29.95
2 FT. PIPE GATE
14 FT. PIPE GATE
• $35.95
18 FT. PIPE GATE
$39.95
Prices good May 9th thru May 20th, 1988

By servingin a nearby Army Reserve unit,
.you can get your National Direct Student Loan
or Guaranteed Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, paid off at the rate of15% per year or
$500, whichever is greater.
Your loan cannot be in arrears. That's the
oniy catch.
You'll serve one weekend a month (usualry
two 8-hour days) plus two weeks annual titiining, earning over $75 per'weekend. And getting
your loan paid off.
To find out about Army Reserve training,
stop by or call: In Paducah
Sgt. Carroll Smathers
100 Fountain St. - Century Bldg. - Room 101
442-2949

Flo rel 24 Sedeee.luilly double.
We delreoll /0 22losep gskor.
Slid Meet 20 diode Cloueseenr s
IS soldered seem beam. so
me.0
,
.;'Veal ebo.ss I00dd
r10./ siow)

Cattle
lleadgate
^1n 1.3 Molt ,4444.4
weer ban lobe Orel end (1
channel Handle• so
Sue al UMW enolWee
oti len 14141104. 15148
curved woke design
hold• ll.rekte .0114mo
•t(444 40Iri shlr I 714
In NO •t0111519/

3' x 6'

Concrete Scalloped
Lawn Edge
$349

Aluminum Roof Vent
by Lomnco
•No 730

$289

•
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

TUESDAY, MAY 10, 1988

more interested in reading a recent
review that documents the varied effects of marijuana on the lungs These
include decreased maximal oxygen
consumption (reduced ability to exercise), increased resting oxygen consumption (more oxygen needed at
rest), increased carbon monoxide in
lung tissue, increased airway secre- 1.Legal
Lega
tions, chronic inflammation and bronchitis, and 'cellular disorganization"
of the bronchial lining In addition.
marijuana smoke contaias 50 percent
more cancer-causing hydrocarbons
MAY 31, 1988 - THE LAST DAY TO
than does cigarette smoke. The auPURCHASE CITY BUSINESS LICENSE AND
thors concluded that, from a physiological point of view, a few marijuana
VEHICLE STICKERS
"joints" a day caused as much damJUNE
1, 1988 - 10% PENALTY ON
age as a pack of cigarettes
VEHICLE
STICKERS AND BUSINESS LICENSE
DEAR DR. GOT'T: I have a terrible
head sweating problem The rest of
JULY 1, 1988 - 100% PENALTY ON
my body is fine, but the sweat just
VEHICLE STICKERS
pours down my face and neck. Can
THE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE IS OPEN
you suggest something"
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 8:00 A.M. TO
DEAR READER Head and neck
sweating can cause difficulty, be5:00 P.M. INCLUDING THE NOON HOUR
cause it can interfere with vision, and
AND WILL BE OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO 12:00
sometimes with breathing. TreatNOON SATURDAYS MAY 14, MAY 21,
ment is usually unsuccessful. I sugMAY 28
gest that you wear a headband and
change it as needed during activity.
1150 PENALTY FOR NOT AFFIXING STICKER
This would be the safest and cheapest
TO THE WINDSHIELD OF VEHICLE.
solution to the tiroblem.

CLASSIFIED
1

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT What are the
hazards of marijuana" I know it's illegal. but why? Smoking cigarettes and
drinking alcohol are harmful, but legal. I've heard vague stories about
sterility and brain damage. but can
find no specific information.
DEAR READER: It's not within the
province of this column to detail the
various hazards of chronic marijuana
use.
THC, the psychoactive component
of marijuana, is stored for months maybe for years - in fatty tissues of
the brain and testicles. Although reports on birth defects and infertility
have been conflicting, chronic use of
THC does affect brain cells (in much
the same way alcohol does), producing vagueness, poor memory, perceptual problems and interference with
reason and judgment.
That information is old hat. I was

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

2

Notice

Pet Sitting
House Sitting
Shawn Maxwell
753-6147

south side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247 6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

CALL TOL. '7‘.- s.

DODGE
1-800-342-5624
DAYTONA

OceccEle
RESORTS NC
PO BOX
DAYTONA BEACt. S.-40RES L

ACAPULCO INN
BEACHCOMER INN
Best Western
MAYAN INN
NAUTILUS INN
TREASURE ISLAND INN
SHERATON INN
Daytona Beach Shores

Please rush my
NAME
free color brochures STREET
o aiscount
informatioh to
Dept. 227 STATE

..8UT PAvi2 WON
THE FIGHT WHEN HE
HIT 60LiATH IN Ti-4E
NEW; WITH A
STONE..."

,./JHAT
60LiAT1.4'5 MOM
SAY ABOUT THAT 7..

NANCY

THE
Lt4 V/P4-i I CAN
GET OVER IT 14 TO
sir POVIN WiTI-1 MY
0-11LOPOOD FliOTO6

1.14\ GOING 70 HAVE
TO GET THESE. WCKERS
DEVELOPED ONE OP
THESE- IDA4-16

Jerry McConnell
Insurance

The Board reserves
the right to reject
any or all bids.

75S-4199
"Our 28tli 'Year"

Notice

TRANSFER your BMAA
home movies to video
tape $350 per 50 ft
reei, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery,
Call Ronne Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246.

YOU CAN LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
NO SNOTS•NO CMGS
NO CONTRACTS

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Saturday
8a.m.-12 noon

Missed
Your
Paper?
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon -Fri
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

urnitur• Gallery
over :••

Shoppers Mall
(-Wiggins Furn.
sky law t4 I kiwi,'
On US 641
natal aNM Wigwag
751-4566
Om Thurs., Fri

ii Se 9-5; Sum 12-5

FORMER WORKERS
OF SAGER GLOVE
CORPORAT1QN
The
undersigned attorney
represents workers
With asbestos disease
and famiiies of de
ceased asbestos
workers and is curren
tly investigating csses
on behalf at his Western
Pennsylvania clients
He is !nterested in
speakill with anyone
who worked for the
Sager Glove Corpora
tion in making asbestos
products if you fit this
description, please
contact Robert L
Jennings, Jr , Esquire,
of Henderson & Gold
berg, P C., 1030 Fifth
Ave , Pittsburgh, PA
15213 (412)471 3990
LIQUIDATION Sale
All equipment 10% over
cost All in stock parts
20% off Cash sales only
Stokes Tractor, Indust
nal Road Call 753 1319

I MEAN YOU'LL
BE PHYSICALLY
PUNISHED!

vL

NA

THAT POE6 IT!
HIT HIM, PRIVATE!

,

r

‘4r
a
ptii
ttM

°
4Np•

55

hi5555

11111111

THE PHANTOM

Wanted

6. Help Wanted

1150 PER 100 paid
weekly Easy assembly housekeeper, prefer
work at home making elderly person, to do
sjhall deCgrativ_e light hOusework and
pillows. Full or part- help care for 2 children
time. We supply all Call 753-0305 after SP M
pre cut materials and NEED a lob? 4 openings
pay shipping Free Info now. You may qualify
Send a stamped, self
if
(l)you do not have
addressed envelope to GED or your high
Coast Enterprises, school diploma, 121 you
Dept 102, Btltmore St
have been out of school
PSL, FL 34984 or call 9 months or more, 13/
407 335 0456
you are between ages 16
l'tE a Financial SUPER & 21 We are a EOE
MAN . Salespeople This pro"t is funded
needed immediately!!! by the Western Ky
If you have ever sold Private Industry
insurance, 'cars, books,_, Council
JTPA
Call
home improvement, J TPA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
etc . you could qualify
No cold calls, incredible 12 00 5 days a week
lead program, first year
potential. 50K • Man 9 Situation Wanted
agement also needed C14121STIAN family will
Call Mr Greg Williams do mowing, light hauling.
502 4421655 on 5 1788.
and house cleaning Also,
CRUISE Ships Now plumbing
Prices re
Hiring All Positions
asonable 492 8999
Both skilled and un
GENERAL house and
skilled For information office cleaning 6 years
call 615 292 6900. Ext e xperience
Re
H 469
ferences Call 759 1578
EXCELLENT Income after 3P M
for Home Assembly LAWN Mowing
Service
Work
For information and Trimming
Call
call 504 646 1700, Dept
753 3646
P821
MOWING and Trim
ET Paid for reading ming, large
or small
books! $100 per title
yards Call 435 1447
Write PASE 87N, 161 S
Lincolnway, N Aurora, WILL keep children in
my home. anytime 437"
IL 60512
4678
LPN'S Needed for 31
WOULD like to sit with
amd 117 shifts Full and elderly, afternoons
and
part time Positions nights References
Cal
available
Apply at 753 7158
Westview Nursing
Home
10 Susanna Oppartunrty

TWOCommerical

Needed full-time
for weekend day
Shift
position
Bonus incentive
available Please
call or apply in
person at
Heritage Manor

4th and Indiana
247.0200
PAIY66clK
Y42°66

H •Facility
A NIII Mayon
E.O.E.

Buildings One 3 bed
room n0uSe all on one
lot, all in A 1 condition
Must sell
Call for
appointment, 474 9015
11

Instruction

BALLET CLASS
Sept. 1-Dec. 15
Ages 7 Adult
Nancy Harney
759-1445
imSTRuC T1014

LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TRAtffi
,••••••■••••••c•
moire
•DOT Ceirwra..•••
••..• awe
••• Dino
,
' eekiecdh

NURSES Aid Needed
•Isverwas.
for 3 11 and 11 7 shifts
Apply at Westview
ALLIANCE
nucToft MutIt0
Nursing Home
raiteroleGC/ifff
PARTS Manager for
LISAMOss 11.
Ca••••••••
Automotive De
partment Starting pay
1400.334-1203
$17,000 annually Gain
recognition for your
auto parts knowledge
while working for an
established company
Benefits include
Ai
r
In
Tssia I
•1.•
surance, Pensions,
Vacations, Sick Leave
and Holidays Send
resume to
Personnel,
P 0
Box 1040 B.
Murray, KY 42071
PART Time Church
Start ioc&ly , full part limp
Secretary with good
Train on Ilv• &Irani, corn
typing and bookkeeping
puler* Horne Igoe) and min
elirn I training irlfi&Pellil Sid
required 15 hours per
svallable Job plac•m•nt
week
Call between
assistance National lIclutr•
9A M 12, Mon Fri
6
Help Wanted
Pompano Bch rt.
753 6460. First
.41 T TROIA. •414001
'HIRING! Governmenf Presbyterian Church
lobs your area $15,000
SAL ES and General
2'
$68,000 Call 16021838
Maintenance person for
reliterl nlember SHSI
NW, Ext 684"
paint store Must have
Aladdin's lamp, end table and solo
)4EED Lady to live in some experience at this
with invalid lady. Board kind of work
Call
..-•••••••
753 0839 or apply at
and salary. 759 1661
Black's Decorating
TRAIN
Center, 701 S 4th St ,
TI) HE .4
Murray
RoFESS/oNAI.
SERVTCE Station At
•fiErRETARI
tendant
Knowledge of
•sEc. 111,(IPT10‘IsT
minor car repair Send
resume to
P 0 Box
•LCIECI
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1369
42 Brief
SECKIL1411V
WANTED Reporter for
44 Coroner
1 Mus4cal
Par
•6111 prtp, •
West KY weekly
abbr
instrument
B LUCID
MINSUID
•••Ird se. retar,a s. •
newspaper Must have
46 Snickered
5 Eye
•nr1
L
0010E
R
S P AMIS
and be proficient with a
48 "The Magic
fral•utt %.1.•••• UN,r•
amorously
AU
35mm
OR
camera
ILI
and
have
DANE
-"
",nips/.
1.4
.4
P1.
9 - and gown
knowledge in dark
51 Female
TOE
OGGIR A
12 Employed
S Igi
room Send resume to
1-11••-327-77TK
student
13 Highway
IMM
0
S WIM T
AD
P 0 Box 110, Benton,
ME 1149T *mom
52 Legal matter
14 Sudsy brew
Elia
DEO I A LEI KY 42025
53 Brother of
MA(
15 - split
•
WELDER/Genera(
Odin
I N
L 11121 R
17 Pronoun
Maint
enance
55 Away from
18 Tier
[ME ESE R
EGIOD E
Mechanic. High School
the coast
19 Pinochle term
TO
RENA
U
AMMO graduate or equivalent
59 Individual
21 Memoranda
GIUD
60 Bad
RUN TE
ESS required. Must have 14 Want to Buy
23 Knitted
four (4) years of ex- roLD Up Ping Pong
Silkworm
62
wear: pi
Aelliji
GE TU
PEI perience in all phases
of
63 Insane
Table and Pool Table
27 Japanese
PillRO
OD
EWA MLIL
fabrication and welding
64 Rodents
Call after 4 30P
drama
including electric, gas, 753 4455.
LJUNDS
65 Trade for
LAPEL
28 Intended
heliarc. TIG, etc , WANTED: Extra nice
money
29 Swiss river
1
which can be acquired
bedroom home with
31 Recent
DOWN
through
construct
ion
5 Pope's scarf
acreage and out
34 Printer's
work or welding shop
benches
6 Proceed
buildings on South side
measure
1 Vat
experie
16
Profited
nce
Ad
7 - and order
of county Call 436 2105
35 Mental strain
2 "Born in the
ditionally,
20
must
Rigorous
have
8 Barbara of TV
38 French article
-"
industrial mechanical WANT To Buy Boats,
22 Switch
9 Container
motors, trailers, parts,
39 Greek letter
3 Mr Vereen
maintenance ex
position
10 - vera
anything marine Paris,
41 Speck
4 Unyielding
perience
replacing
in
23
Pintail
duck
11 Church
TN, 901 612 6569, 8A.M
bearings, couplings,
24 Departed
daily, 1 SP M
5P M
1
2
3
4
and
V
56
belts;
changing
Babylonian
10
9
25
11
Sunday.
seals;
repairing
hi
lift
deity
III 6
pumps; aligning
26 Capuchin
13
i4
15 Articles tor Sale
12151
Sheaves
and
V•bsIts;
monkey
ECONOMY studs 94
Ix4
oiling
and
greasing
30 - to the core
15
175
cents each. Mid South
pumps, fans, and elec
32 Otherwise
Building Supply, 342 East
ill
tric motors. General
33 Unwanted
ill
19
21 22
Washington; Paris; 901
knowledge of plumbing
plant
required. Must be able 642 2552.
36 Negative
27
to assist in mechanical 374" PLYWOOD 8915.
37 Sewing
Mid South Building
work to complete
Implements
ill
28
Supply, 3 4 1 East
necessary mainten
31
29
40 Entertained
Washington; Paris; 901
ance. Salary S7.21 per
43 Redford ID
642 2552.
hour. Apply at Per
45 Latin
sonnel Services, Sparks NEW Dodge Carbure
conjunction
il
NI
Hall, Murray State tor, $50, Used Ford
47 Labors
41
University, Murray, KY
Carburetor, $15, New
2•j••48 "- Here to
42071. EOE/M
Chrome Truck steps,
Eternity"
46
WENDY
$20, Chrome Roll Bar
has part
49 Ms Horne
time position available
with lights and light
50 Without end
ill
for afternoon and late covers, $100,
54 A Gabor
evening shift. We offer
14/35 15LT/21 X 700
ilill
dill
WIVilid 56 Exist
iiiill
ill
Christmas bonuses, Gumbo Monster Mud
57 Nothing
der Tires, $175 Set (like
paid birthday, insur
dIl
58 Pigeon pea
new), Fender skirts for
ance and tuition re
59
ill
ill
61 That thing
imbursement program
Bonneville (new), $30
pair, Craftsman Airless
cor more information
apply in person, Sprayer, $10. Call 753
1392 before 8:30P.M.
Mon.•Frl 2 4p.m.

liinio
up

BEETLE BAILEY

Help

RN or LPN

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

I REQUIRE ONLY 1$41 SIMPLE
THINGS IN LIFE LIKE A LONG
NAP IN A WARM SUNBEAM

0

IF YOU DON'T
&O OUT WITH
ME TONIGHT
YOU'LL BE
SORIZY

cations are on file at
the Board office.

Borklin•

"Our 26th Year Of Service"

PEANUTS

your insurance will
have to pay the first
$540 00
before
Medicare
pays
anything For free information call

753.1916

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199
Z.,

INFORMATION
Medicare i
again
changing the Part-A
deductible and coPayments amounts
You will be required to
Pay even more of the
bill In tact it you go to
the hospital you or

WALLACE'S U Pick
Strawberries Open
Tues, Thurs.,
7A.M. & Mon., Wed.,
Fri. at 430P.M. & Sun
at 1P.M. North 16th St
and Poor Farm Road
U Pick, $.50
quart
Ordered, $1 00
quart
753 0195.

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" -And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age. We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.

I

1988 MEDICARE

used for the 1988-89
school year. Bids
are Lc be received
by May 27, 1988, at
12:00 noon, at the
Murray Board of
Education,
814
Poplar St., Murray,
Kentucky. Specifi-

2

6

17
-13'-17, ve

The Murray Board
of Education will
receive sealed bids
for gasoline to be

Notice

DISCOUNTS

10°k-35% OFF

2 .Notice

a

THE Gold Nugget,

Tenders

DAYTONA BEACH!

2

e

BID INVITATION

DEADLINE

New look at
marijuana risks

SEE YOU LATER ,GARFIELGI
I HAVE TO PICK OP SPRING.
WATER ANP FERTILIZER

L
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TUESDAY. MAY 10, 1988

CLASSIFIEDS
15. Articles for Sale
ONE Eagle 5,000 depth
finder, I. 20" Murray
Chrome BMX bicycle, 2
new California Super
Gear Scooter 12"
wheels, Boy's motor
cycle pants and shirts,
size 24". Cali 436-2372.
TREATED lumber in
stock Check our prices
and save! Mid South
Building Supply, 342 East
Washington, Paris, 901
642 2552
16. Home Furnishings

tremooM

24

Miscellaneous

SHARP Copiers 8. Fax
Machines: For Sale,
Service, Supplies or
Demonstrations Call
1 800 248 4319 Benton,
KY.
TAKING Bids on used
office equipment. Call
759 49411 from
94.M. 5P.M.
VINYL siding (8" white
double 4) 849.50 sq. Mid
South Building Supply,
342 East Washington,
Paris, 901-642-2552.
WEST KY Hardwood
Kiln FAS Poplar, $95
per B F Other hard
woods available Call
395 5900
WOOD For Sale Green
and seasoned,
S25/rick. Call 437 4927

Suite, less
mattress and box
springs, $75. Call 753
0235 after 6P.M.
r•INING Room Table,
all wood (pecan), 6
chairs, extra leaf, like
new, $500. 759 1370,
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
436 5634.
18. Sewing Machines
NEW and (.Jsed Sewing
Machines and Vaccum
Cleaners from 879 50
Up Call 474 0015
19. Farm

Equipment

rXTRA

X 50 Hbl.nPrTrirr
with utility pole, $1,000
for both Call 492 8.485
after IP.M.
REDUCED to Sett. 198/
14x70 Frontier High
Rise, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2
baths, step up kitchen,
Also set on lot 327x87,
septic tank and water
lines $15,500, call after
5P M 489 2529. Excellent condition.

Good deal for
someone to remove
metal from large pole
barn for half the metal
The metal is extra good
See Ed Thurmond, Mill
Bldg , 2nd and Elm, 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
Murray, 9,!, M 3P M
OR 3 BR, furnished or
daily
unfurnished, some new
SUPER C Formal! furniture, natural gas
Tractor with plow and electric, air con
disc Call 753 0195.
-tlitioned Shady Oaks
753 5209
22
Musical
FOR Rent 1 and 7
PIANO For
ale
bedroom trailers, also a
Wanted
Responsible house in the country
party to assume small Adult preferred Call
monthly payments on 753 9866
piano See locally Call
Manager at 618 234 1306
*Four Star*
anytime
24

Miscellaneous

(9,000, BTU Amana win
(low air conditioner, used
3 months, like new condi
tion $475 After SP M
call 435 4382 or 75) 5549
APPLE ,'Te Computer
For Sale
128K Ram,
Apple Monochrome
Monitor, Two Apple
5 25" Disk Drives,
Parallel Printer Inter
face. Super Serial Card,
1700 Call 753 7698 after
5P M
BUSINESSES Caps.
jackets, T shirts, golf
shirts for employees
and advertisement Can
be embroidered or
printed Faye's, 514
Main St , 753 7743
niAIN Saw Echo as
EvL, powerful, 20" bar
Like new. used one
season, $300 Call 474
8848 evenings
CHEAP Firewood
Seasoned, split hard
wood 8 ricks, you haul
it. $100 Call 474 8848
evenings
rORRTGATED metal
roofing 8' 8495; 10' $ti 40
12' $7 60 Mid South
Building Supply. 342 East
Washington. Paris, 901
642 2552
FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30
years experience 436
2758 or 436 2562
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
PRTGIDAIRE re
rigerator, limited edition
prints by Charles France'
and Peter Skirka. 1977
GMC pock up. PS, AC,
AT 759 1036
OLIDDEN Latex Wail
Paint f, gallon can
$2999 Get at Black's
Decorating Center, 701
S. 4th St,, Murray, KY
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree' Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky,102-247 7831
MEMBERSHIP in
Pirates Cove, $3,600
Call 437 4216.
PINE Bark Mulch 2.79 7
Cu
ft.r. bags. Pine
nuggets 2.49 2 Cu. ft
bags. We also have top
soil, potting soil a. peat
Coast to Coast
Hardware, Murray
DELUXE Frigidaire
30" Range, solid cast
iron elements, 7 years
old. Call 753 0519.
REAR Tine Tillers
forward speeds and
reverse, Briggs and
Stratton engines. 5 HP
5599.99, 8 HP 8689 99
Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris, TN
RED Hot Bargainsf
Drug dealers' cars,
boats, planes re
Surplus
possessed
Your Area
Buyers
Guide 1 805 687 6000,
Ext. S 8155.
REFRIGERATOR, 175.
Call 759-1089

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR
Eitec.c.,
Doors Windows
Vinyl. Skirting Gutters
installed
Leveling Moors repaired
Roots Keel Sealed
Res,Prices duality results
..athce Decilss hoc* *210
'Factory Esiparlenc•
&diem. I Sonocinp
Nablio
*

30

Business Rentals

bFF10E

or Store space
available mid May
Southside Shopping
Center 753 9386 or 753
6612
SMALL Building near
campus Ideal for office
or small business Call
753 2967

PRIME
OFFICE
SPACE
FOR RENT
boc sq feet Conienient location 10
downtown. COurthouse and banks

Call 753-8302
or 753-5870

32

Apts for

Rent

44

Miirray Ledger & Times

Lots for Sale

4 9 . Used Cars

ONE and Two Bedroom tinA R GE Lot Paris
ran
furnished apartments, Landing area. Call 753 Prix U. Call 753-0222.
5792.
1604 Miller Ave.,
1980 BUICK Skylark
available May 15. For LOTS or Sale: Lots of Limited, engine over•
trees, 125' X 250' deep
appointment phone 753
hauled 20,000 miles ago,
Call 753-5870.
0932 or 753-5898.
cheap, sharp, nice. Can
SMALL Apartment in UNDEVELOPED lot af be seen at #145 Riviera
Blood River subdivision Center Ridge off Hwy. Courts or phone
on lakeside lot, $75 per 94 near Lynnhurst Re- 753-0572.
sort Walking distance 1980 DOVE Grey Delta
month Call .4.36 2427
TAKTNG applications to lake. Includes private Royale, 4 door, power
for Section 8. Rent cove, boat launch and windows, tilt, cruise.
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 dock. $2,250 or best Extra clean. Call 436BR. Apply Hilldale offer. Will consider 2612.
Apts , Hardin, Ky. trading for boat of equal 1982 BUICK Regal E qual Housing value. Call 901-2471750
Limited, 2 door, loaded,
Opportunity.
V-6 261, tilt, cruise,
electric windows, door
VERY Nice 1 or 7
locks, power brakes, air
bedroom apartments, 46 Homer- for Sale
conditioner, 64,000
fully furnished, near 10 75 ACRES, 3 Bed
campus. Also, 3 bed
room home, 2 years old, miles, excellent condiroom house for rent, 6 miles from Murray. tion. Cal 498-8855 before
nicely furnished near Call 753 9 730, leave 2P.M. or weekends.
campus. Call 753-6111
message on recorder if 1982 OLDS Toronado.
(days), 753 0606 not home, will return Call 753-6308.
(nights).
call.
1984 CROWN Victoria,
BEAUTIFUL Brand excellent condition. Call
33 Rooms for Rent
New 3 Bedroom Home 436-5495 or 436-2426.
Sleeping in Sherwood Forest. 1984 DAYTONA Turbo,
OR rent
room, furnished, $75 per Kohl Construction Co., AM/FM cassette, AC,
month and utilities, 1 189-2482.
PW, sears, door locks,
block from campus. Call rANTERBURY- Three tilt, cruise, new tires. 492759 4104.
to Four Bedroom, 2 8*92.
ROOMS for Rent: One baths,_ Ranch style-4914 RED- & White
block from campus, home with large re- Citation Il, excellent
$175 per month, all creation room. Call condition, $2,150. Call
utilities paid. Call 753- 753'7204.
753-8942.
6709
COUNTRY - Cottage. 1 1985 FORD Tempo. Calf
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, 753-4908.
34 Houses for Rent
sunporch, carport, 1987 MAZDA 626 LX,
FOR R en t one bed garage/shop. Fenced 18,000 miles, under
back yard. Garden spot. warranty, loaded with
room house, un
furnished, at Coldwa. About -5 miles from luxury features, elec.
ter. One Or tMO *des, Murray. (502) 435-4298 _Inc sunroof, dark blue,
$95 per month + de- avenines/weekaskis..
36 MPG, buying Van.
THREE Bedroom Call 753-947 after 4P.M.
posit Call 489 2267.
Brock,
1
1/2
baths, RARE Deal- Must Sell:
ONE Bedroom house
partly furnished. Nice LR/DR, Den, 2 1986 Monte Carlo Super
neighborhood close to fireplaces, gas heat, Sport, maroon color,
u niversity. Call garage, deck, Satellite like new, 16,000 miles,
dish, cable, concrete power package.
753 3920.
THREE Bedroom drive, one acre, 7 miles 345-2301.
house, newly decorated, from Murray, 4 miles REAL Nice Dune
$375 per month. Call from lake. Irvin Cobb Buggy with trailer. Call
Rd. 436-5.463.
753 2967.
492-8617.
Bedroom
Two Bedrooms, stove, THREE
Duplex
near
college.
refrigerator, disposal,
Now it's
married couples, no Call 753-7947.
TWO
Bedroom
Brick
children, no pets, re
ferences, deposit Call House, nice neighborFuton))
(Formerly or Murray
hood, almost a new roof,
492 8.594
hardwood floors, built
16 For Rent or Lease
in carport. Stove rebARK Fired Tobacco frigerator, air con
ditioning, shades and
Base Call 498 8855
curtains are optional.
RENT to Own a Heavy
New & Used
Duty Washer and 1614 Ryan St. Call
GM
Executives &
753
6413.
Dryer. $18 per week
Program Vehicles
Call Movie World at' TWO Bedroom
Aluminum sided house,
753 4663
1101-142-31100
fenced in backyard.
Hwy. 78 W. - Paris
Nice neighborhood. Call
759 1182.
Millers 1 2 1

50.Used Trucks
1975 JEEP J-10, 4 wheel
drive pick-up. Power
steering, power brakes,
air, $1700. 527.3962.
1976 CHEVY Pick -Up
Short wheel base, 350,
white, cloth interior,
new tires and paint,
$2,800. Call 759-4657.
1983 FORD Ranger 4X4,
4 speed, 2.3 liter
cylinder, short wheel
base, camper top and 5
new tires. $3,800 or best
Offer. 924-5598 after

Apts for

Rent

&FLEX, 7 bedroom,
appliances, quiet re
sidential area near
university $275 per
month Call 753 8096
FURNISHED, Re
modeled apartment
Low utilities, $150 per
month rent, $150 de
posit Call 753 8835 after
5P M
FURNISHED- 7 bed
room apartment in
sorority house, June 1 to
July 31 Call 436-2399
MUR CaT apts. Nor
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting Equal
Housing Opportunity
759 4984.
NEW Two Bedroom
Duplex economical heat
pump system, carport,
outside storage
No
pets Deposit required
Phone 75.3 3778 or 753
7947
ONE Bedroom fur
nished apartment, some
utilities paid, near un
iversity and hospital.
Phone 7531012 or 753
8756
ONE Bedroom apart
men?, stove, refrigera
tor, water furnished.
Low utilities. $145, no
pets Call 753 3949.
NE Bedroom apart
ment furnished, all
utilities included in
rental, 8185 per month.
Deposit required, no
children or pets. Now
available, near MSU
and downtown. Call
436 2755.

IIMMIMMENNIMMINEMM
ATTENTION: WOMEN AND MEN
If you want on opportunity that comes rarely in i3 per
son's lifetime, then you owe it to yourself to investigate
1. Responsible/CAREER MINDED (prefer over 22).
2. Aggressive/HIGHLY MOTIVATED.
3. 4 years full-time working (sales) experience or
college degree preferred.
4. Must be out of town 5 nightl_ger week.
NATIONAL CORPORATION with more !Inn 950 Retail
Shopping Center locations has immediate openings for
mature, professional soles-oriented womeh and men rhoi
need to earn $18,000.00 to $23,000.00 the first yeor, with
management possibilities. $300.00 per weelegraining pay
first 3 weeks, then $200.00 per week plus commission
Expense allowance for your car and motel with corporate
benefits.
Retail, jewelry, cosmetic, telephone soles or
marketing/teaching/communications background helpful.
For perional interview coil John C. Hall's office TOLL FREE
at 1-800 543 5940 or 1-800-543-5921, Moiday, through
Thursday, between 7:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. ONLY! Also call
Friday between 8:00 o,m.-3:00 p.m. Please call on or
before Wednesday, May 11, 1988.

53. Services Offered

Septic Tanks
Pumped
,-Sewer lines cleaned
--Grease Traps

pumped
....Portable toilet

rentals
--Office trailer
& sales

rental

Lane's
Mobile John &
Septic Service

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered /

inis mg;
1111911TPIITI,
Specialist, Repair, new or repair. 436-2811.
leveling, underpinning,
set-ups, tear -downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.
PAINTING- Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
experience. Quality
work. Reasonable. Free
estimates. References.
Call 436-22.15.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SERVICE on all makes
of Sewing Machines and
Vaccum Cleaners. Call
474-8015.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & In.
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753.2674,
Stella, Ky.

SUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck. Fully_
insured for' your protection. Stump removal
with no lawn damage.
Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call -3r
write Morgan Cori
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call -1-442 7026

527-9945
19113 MAZDA Pick-Up, S
1 800-592-3308
speed, air conditioning,
D-2000, excellent gas
mileage, looks and runs A-1 TREE Service and
good. Asking $2,700, stump removal. Your
55. Feed and Seed
759-1545.
professional tree sec
1984 FORD Van E-150, vice. All types, remo302, V-8, auto overdrive, val, topping, feeding.
The New
Northrup King
air, radio, insulated, Free estimates. 50'
36,000 miles. Call 753- bucket truck and chipSeed Corn
4048.
per. Call 753-0906.
Hybrid Sudan Grass
19114 TOYOTA 4X4, f ACE Lawn Services:
New S-4477
speed, Steering, brakes Mowing,
Landscaping,
Soy Beans
and air. Extra clean. any type of yard work.
Call 7534045.
Slack Dust
Call 4921650.
1987 CHEVROLET
Garden Seed
ALL Types of gravel
Conversion Van,
and Bedding Plants
and white rock hauled.
leaded. 436-2718 after
Also, slabs and light and
5P.M.
dark mulch, hauling
and any type of clean-up
work. Reasonable, Re121 S. Neale Rd.
5 1. Campers
ferences. (Industrial or
753-5522
1978 35' WILDERNESg Residential), 753-0467
5th Wheel, must sell, after 6P.M.
$6,000 or best offer. Call APPLIANCE SERVICE.
753-6709.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
1978 HERITAGE 5th Whirlpool. 28 years exWheel, 28' or 30', good perience. Parts and sercondition. Call 753-5216.
vice. Bobby Hopper,57531980 COACHMAN- 4872 or 436-5848.
Custom Kitchen
Lepercon motorhome, BETTER BUIL\
Cabinets
i‘v.,
air, generator, low mile- CONSTRUCTION.
All Types Of
age. Call 753.1353.
Storage buildings,
*
treated decks, and *
Custom Woodworking
general home im- *
._
52. Boats-Motor)
provements. Quality *
14 ALUMINUM Fish- work for less. Free fir
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ing Boat with 40HP estimates. L.E. *
•Drop by as see our showroom
*
•
Johnson electric start Williams 489-2663.
i
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - (Senna Bunny Breed1
motor, trolling motor YARD landscaping.
and depth finder. After Leveling driveways and
5P.M., call 753-9865.
bushhogging. 436-5430 or
172 REBEL Crappie or 753-0659.
Bass boat, 90 HP Mer- BRICK block and concury, good condition
crete .,driveways,
Call 492-8505.
sidewalks, patios, house
1974 WELCRAFT Air - foundations, chimneys,
slot 165, 140HP inboard, New and repair. 27
outboard. Needs some years experience. Free
motor work, $1,500. Call estimates. Large or
376-5400.
small jobs. Charles
SAILBOARD SR -1, Barnett 753-5476.
$350, good condition. CHAIN Link Fencing
Good beginner's board. and Dog Pens. Small or
For the many kind expressions of
Contact Mike at 474-2718 large jobs. Free Esafter 5P.M.
timates, financing
appreciation during teacher apavailable. Call 753-8846.
preciation week.
Mono Storage
Fri.,
Mon.
10A.M.-5P.M.
47
Motorcycles
Faculty & Staff
Lac sted on 121 Br Pass
CONCRETE drive1979 GS 1000 SUZUKC,
753 6774 or 75 3 6855
carpentry
Says $$$
Don't buy now!!! ways, patios,
for sale or partial trade.
and block work. Call
After 5 p
We cover your old frame. wArroodgraln Formica Now metCall 753 7300.
502-492-8160.
allic doom, hew boas Oise reel wood? Many CO1Ore
1907 SUZUKI GS 6.9D-G,
EXPERIENCED Painshaft drive, 7,000 miles,
37 Livestock Supplies
Murray, KY
Free Estimates
4384580
ter just starting out in
like new, helmet, batt
area. Will do proAT Stud Registered cry charger, $1,450, call
fessional job at lowest
Tennessee Walker, son 759 9699
possible price. 753-5063.
of Mary Go Boy Sorrell
1987 350 YAMAHA
with blaze, natural
Free Estimates.
Magistrate Excellent
P hone 527 7241, Banshee.
FAMILY
Lawn Carecondition, never
District 2
evenings.
Specialize in lawn
wrecked, never raced,
P ER
including
mowing
adult ridden. Nerf bars
May 24, 1988
Tested Simmental and and new Spider Trac
shrubbery and hedges.
Your vote Is appreciated
Maine Anjou crossbred tires Must sell, 11,800.
Servicing city and
voTING PRECINCTS
service age bulls. Only Call 474-8817.
county. Lower rates for
•Pilevr Concord
•Clorrlon Creek
.Cherry Corner
the very top perform
Senior Citizens. Call
•4•Ovrein Taylor
7
1985 YAMAHA
•3-leurrey Middle
•2-City Hee
ance bulls offered for
now
and
register
with
a
Paid tor by Sr. <Anew:btu. Chevrolet
•74tobertson School
Blasters, 3 months old.
sale All bulls health
dependable Lawn SerMust Sell. Call 753-3329
Open from 6:30 a.m.-5:15 p.m.
tested and guaranteed.
or
vice.
753-3534
or 759 1108 after 5P.M.
Broadbent Farms,
753-3455.
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day)
FENCE sales at Sears
(502)235 5182, (Night) 48. Auto Services
now. Call Sears 753-2310
(502)235 5170
for free estimate for
Infants
Welcome
Saturday, May 14, 1988
ENGINE.
305
CI,
V
SINIMENTAL a n:c1
your needs.
model, 3,500 actual
Simbrah bulls. Per
-Rain or Shine
--10:00
FOR
most
any
type
formance & semen miles, $1,000, call 527
driveway white rock
9779.
Deceased
Jones:
Mrs.
Colon
tested Excellent qual
also, any type gravel,
ity $650 & up Cadiz,
dirt and sand call Roger
4 Mlles North of Kirksey. Kentucky
Ky 527 8794
49
Used Cars
All Sizes: 5,000-29,000 BTU
Hudson, 753-4545 or
7 Miles South of Benton. Kentucky
753-6763.
1973 CADILLAC Coupe
38 Pets Supplies
Whirlpool, Hotpoint, Quasar
5 Miles South West of Hardin. Kentuck:4
GILSON'S 16 HP Twin
DeVille, 60,000 miles,
AKC REGISTERED extra nice, 13,000. Call
12 Mlles North West of Murray, Kentucky
•Lorge Selection
Cylinder engine only
Maltese pups, 2 492
Sale Location:/
1
2 Mlle South of Hwy.80 on
$1,825. Includes 48"
8758.
*Lowest
Prices
females, 1 male, $250
mowing deck. We ser
1974 FORD Torino, p.b •
Hwy. 299 on the Magness Road.
2286.
each. Call 474
vice all makes and
*Best Service
p.s and air, $1,500. 1985
AKC REGISTERED Chevy Cavalier, p.b.,
models. Free pick up
REAL ESTATE
Persian, red Tabby p.s and air, $5,300. Calr
and delivery. Jimmy's
neat and tidy 6 room frame home with an
A
very
male cat, 2 years old, 7510260
Lawn Mower & Saw
upstairs situated on 1.7 acres • This vinyl sidneutered, declawed
Shop, Kirksey, KY.
1976 CADILLAC
Hwy. 641 North
Call 753 0747
ed home has storm windows, gas heat. carpet and
Phone 489-2804.
DeVille good running
COCKER Spaniel Pup
II ready to move into. There is an out building
753-4478
Murray. Ky.
GUTTERING by Sears.
condition, $400. Call
pies Call 901 247 3945
for storage and the yard has plenty of mature
Sears continuous gut474 2379 after 6P.M.
shade. This home has a very desirable atters installed for your
1978 DODGE Diplomat,
43. Real Estate
specifications. Call
mosphere and deserves your attention since it
grey, body and motor in
110E1 Haley Credible
Sears 753-2310 for free
will be selling to the highest bidder regardless of
good condition. Needs
Knowledgeable
Easy
estimate
minor repairs, $400.
price!!
to Work With. Call him
Call 753-0180 until
HAMILTON Cultured
TERMS: WI- down day of sale, balance due
at 489 2266 or Roberts 5P M, then 753 2798.
marble and tile 643 Old
within 30 days and delivery of deed.
Realty 753 1651
1978 DODGE Magnum
Benton Rd. 753 9400
BUSINESS Property
XE, needs motor, will
HOME Repairs, big or
PERSONAL PROPERTY
for sale by owner 1303 take best offer 753-3715
small. Reasonable, ReChestnut adjoining colLiving Room Couch w/Matching Chair•Rockers
after 3P M
ferences. Call 436 2541
lege Building with 5
• Recliners • Old Round Coffee Table • Several
INSULATION blown in
One of North America's largest bulk truckapartments and busi
Antique Tables • End Tables • Lamps • Curio
TVA ap
Sears
by
1979
Ford
ing firms is seeking company drivers to haul
ness front Large lot for
Cabinet• RCA XL-100 Solid State Console Color
proved Save on those
future development 10,
chemicals interstate Applicant must be 23
Television • Old Three Piece Bedroom Suite •
high heating and coolBronco
000 below appraisal
Two-Full Beds • Antique Chiffrobe w., Hat Box
ing bills. Call Sears
years of age. have 2 years over-the-road exCall 615 262 0000.
4 wheel drive
753 2310 for free
• GE Window Air Conditioner - Nearly New •
perience in all four seasons with an ICC CerkOPPERUD Realty
77,500 miles
estimate
Frigidaire 30" Electric Range • Whirlpool 19 Cu.
offers a complete range
year
tified Carrier. Must furnish past 10
'LAURA'S Cleaning
Good Condition
Ft Frost Free Refrigerator • Sears Automatic
of Real Estate services
Service. Spring or
varifiable employment record, good safe
Washer • G.E. Electric Dryer • Kitchen Table
$4000.00 or
with a wide selection of
General cleaning. Carw./4 Chairs • Round Table w,'4 Chairs • KMC
and
drug
record,
a
driving
take
and
pass
Quality homes, all
Best
Offer
pet shampooing Call
Microwave • Microwave Cart • Old Flat Top
prices 753 1222, toll free
alchol screening test Excellent earnings and
502 247 4789.
733-3382
1 800 251 HOME Ext.
Trunk • Old Plymouth Mantle Clock •Old Quilts
benefits Apply in person at Liquid
LEE'S CARPET
711L for courteous,
• Linens • Two-Chest Type Freezers • Set of
After 3
CLEANING For all
Transporters, Inc., Hwy 95. Calvert City. KY
competent Real Estate
Norleans Blue Bell China • Misc. Old Dishes •
759-9555
upholst
your
carpet
&
service. We make buy
Pink Depression Pieces• Cut Glass Pieces• PorEmployer
An
Opportunity
Equal
cry
cleaning.
For
a
free
ing & selling Real
Bofors 4
table Sewing Machine • Fans• Heaters•Garden
estimate call 753 5827.
Estate easy for you
Tiller• Misc Hand Tools• Garden Tools• Skill
Satisfied references.
Saw • Craftsman Electric Start Riding Lawn
LICENSED electrician,
Mower • Misc. Items•
residential and comNew office space
TERMS: Complete Settlement Day of Sale''
mercial Air conditionfor lease. Will
Although all material in this advertisement is
ing. Sales and service.
obtained from sources deemed reliable, the aucGas installation and
finish to suit terepair for natural and
tioneer, real estate broker. and ownersmake no
nant. 600 sq. foot
LP. Fred's Repair 7.53
warranty or guarantee, expressed or implied, as
7203.
to the accuracy of the inform ation_herein conoffice, 1,000 Aiq.
MAX- W. Parker.,
tained It is for this reason that the buyer should
foot warehodse
Attorney at Law. For
avail themselves the opportunity to make inspecLocated on Hwy 641,
mer county attorney;
with 10 foot
tion prior to the auction. All announcements day
former district judge.
of sale take precedence over all other
two miles south of Murray
overhead service
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
advertisements_
3153;
753
Murray,
door.
Gas
LOOK FOR OUR SIGN ON EAST SIDE OF HWY
For Information Contact:
Home, 753 7900
Mr. Erse! Jaws. Co-Executor 5IM-247.1334 utilities, Located
Paving
MITCHELL
Mr. Wade Jones, Co-Executor sot:753-4177
Driveways, parking lots,
7 Acres of beautiful
Hwy. 641 N. next
We supply handy 5 lb.
seal coating and striping.
berries to choose from
James R. Cash
& 10 lb. Picking
to Joe Smith
Also, limestone, gravel,
grading.
and
top
soil
Hours:
7:00
a.m.
to
take
Baskets for you to
Carpet Center.
The Auctioneer & Real Estate Broker
Phone 753-1537
7:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
your berries home in.
ILL do , prumbing inCall
753-1294
Fancy Farm, Kentucky
stallation 4, repairs All
(after 5 p.m. and
guaranteed Free es
502.623.8466 or 502.623-6388
timates Phone 492 8899
weekends.)
or 753 1308

Carraway
Farms

A

Dan Taylor
Chown* Oldie*
Cadillac, Inc. d
Pa*, 7N

mrs
oflY
TO

SOUTHWEST
PT.A.

WULFF KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY

VOTE

Murray
Day Care Center
has Summer and
Fall Openings
Call 753-7359

32
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Air Conditioners

West Kentucky Appliance

DRIVERS WANTED
LIQUID TRANSPORTERS,INC.
A TRIMAC COMPANY

641 U•PICK
STRAWBERRIES

400 Per Lb.

#1 ON THE BALLOT

JANE
STOKES

ESTATE AUCTION
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OBITUARIES

Mrs. Bernice Brewer Morehead

Mrs. Erin
Grogan Reed

Mrs. Bernice Brewer Morehead,
Survivors are one grandson,
95, of Murray died Monday at
Mark Schmidt, Lebanon, Tenn.;
Murray -Calloway County
one sister, Miss Helen Brewer,
Hospital.
Frankfort; one brother, Bill
She was preceded in death by
Brewer, Cincinnati, Ohio; one
her husband, Estelle Morehead,
niece, Mrs. Nancy Womack, Birone daughter, Mrs. Annette
mingham, Ala.; one nephew,
Schmidt, and one grandson, EdHarry S. Morehead, Mayfield; two
win G. Schmidt.
great-grandchildren.
Born April 1, 1893, in Graves
The funeral will be Wednesday
County, she was the daughter of
at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
the late William Brewer and Sora
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Burial
Johnson Brewer.
will follow in Robbins Cemetery
Mrs. Morehead was a 1912
there.
graduate of Mayfield High School
and also a graduate of Logan ColFriends may call at the funeral
lege. She was a member of the tome after 4 p.m. today
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
(Tuesday).
the NSDAR, a charter member of
The.family rqquests that expresthe Blue Grass Colony of New
sions of sympathy take the form of
England Women, a former
donations to Annette Schmidt
member of Mayfield Woman's
Scholarship of Creative Arts
Club, a charter member of
Department of Murray Woman's
Mayfield Garden Club, and First
Club, 701 Vine St., Murray. Ky.
Presbyterian Church, Mayfield.
42071.

Mrs. Erin Grogan Reed, 93, of
Murray died Tuesday at 3 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Johnnie N. Reed,
died Dec. 21, 1966. She was a
member of Grace Baptist Church
and had been assistant
postmistress at Hamlin.
Born Jan. 26, 1895, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Bire Grogan and
Josephine Holsapple Grogan.
Mrs. Reed is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ruth M. Merle,
and one son, J.N. Reed Jr., both of
Murray; four grandchildren. Cynthia Dickhouse, Michael Reed,
Barbara Beavers and Darrell
Shackel; five greatgrandchildren, Michael Bryan
Reed, Daniel Reed, Johnny Rose,
Judy Ricker and Dustin Shackel:
two great-great-grandchildren,
Pat F4eker and Eron Rose.
J.H..\ Churchill Funeral Home
Services for Burie V. Waldrop
will be in charge of funeral and
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
burial arrangements.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Officiating are Dr. Greg Earwood
and the Rev. Nowell Bingham.
Mrs. Nell Earwood is providing
the music.
Active pallbearers are Bill
Barker, James Ross, Ronald
Robinson, James (Jiggs) Lassite,
Codie Caldwell and David
Grayson.
Honorary pallbearers are Euin
Jones, Rudolph Thurman, Solon
Darnell, Harold Speight and

%lie V. Waldrop
•
members of Baraca Sunday
School Class of First Baptist
Church.
Burial will follow in Muray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Waldrop, 78, died Sunday at
West View Nursing Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Laurine Carraway Waldrop; two
daughters, Mrs. Pat (Lida)
Darbell, Decatur, Ga., and Mrs.
Sue Cannedy, Alton, Ill.; one
brother, Berthol Waldebp; three
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Woodrow Wilson

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, MAY 11, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
It's best to maintain a low profile
today. Higher-ups aren't amenable to
requegts. In financial dealings,
beware of those who would take
advantage of you.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
.•
Strain could exist with a partner
over a financial matter. Socialize
early in the day and try not to dwell
on problems tonight. It's a poor time
to seek advice.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You're still not at ease with a
co-worker. Advice you receive about
a career matter is helpful, but there
may be a delay about monies due you.
Be patient.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
/116
You'll hear from someone who
lives far away. Judgment is good
about financial matters, but you may
feel a partner is not giving you
enough attention tonight.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Though you'll make a good
impression on a higher-up, the work
load may be somewhat heavy today.
Persevere and don't get discouraged.
A relative may be moody.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
You'll meet with those who wheel
and deal in business. You're on the
'tine wavelength with a partner, but
problems could arise with children
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
A business/pleasure meeting is
productive. Shoppers need to make
sure they get their money's worth.
You may find yourself involved in
some domestic problerna'tonight.
SCORPIO
((ct. 23 to Nov.21)
Take time today for an outing with
a family member. Avoid frivolous
expenditure on items you don't need
Don't sell yourself short. Be more
confident.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Try not to dwell on the past. You
have a strong desire to please others
now, but remember to be true to
yourself. Money concerns dampen
your enthusiasm for pleasure.
CAPRICORN
(i)ec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Creative pursuits are happily
emphasized. A problem could arise
with a friend today. It's your own
inconsistent attitude that hampers
your relations with a close tie.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Shopping is favored now, but be
discriminating. Business and pleasure
do not mix. You may feel somewhat
inhibited tonight and may have
trouble expressing yourself
PISCES
War
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maw
You may feel a friend does not
appreciate what you have done for
them. Someone today won't take no
for an answer. Take a chance on your
creative talents.

Woodrow Wilson, 74, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn., died Sunday at
Murray-Calloway County Hopital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Christine Merrell Wilson, to whom
he was married on Nov. 7, 1937;
three daughters, Mrs. Fran Kent,
Mrs. Ann Thurmond and Mrs.
Paulette Brown, Rt. 3, Paris; two
sisters, Mrs. Cecil Merrell and
Mrs. Opal Ray, Paris: half sister,

PO

Keep The Gre.t

ACE

in Shop

MEMORIES'
,
ON MAiN

• ON MAIN • ON

••

Inc.
Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Mwersy
733-2417

((0 CermarkG

Par*,

REESTABLISH CREDIT PLAN
BAD CREDIT OR CREDIT PROBLEMS IN
THE
PAST. COME TO DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC. MURRAY, KY. WE WILL
HELP YOU GET BACK IN THE RIGHT STAN
DING. DON'T DESPAIR, COME TO SEE DWAI
N
TAYLOR CHEVROLET.

"This tiny Beltone PETITE has brought
renewed meaning and enrichment to my life...
call Beltone right now, and glue yourse(f
the Ofl of better hearing this Mother's Day!"

Final rites for Mrs. Alice L.
Steely will be today at 3 p.m. at
Green Plain Church of Christ.
Robert Usrey and Mike Kaiser
will officiate. Charles Locke Stubblefield will direct the song
service.
Pallbearers will be Kelly Steely,
Leland Steely, Pat Coleman Jr.,
Johnny Kelso, Bruce Logue and
Howard Flippin. Burial will follow
in Green Plain Cemetery with arrangements by Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Steely, 80, Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Sunday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Anna Lou Coleman and husband, Pat, Murray; two sons,
Walter Lee Steely and wife, Jane,
Rt. 2. Hazel, and Howard Steely
and wife, Freda, Rt. 7, Murray:
one brother, Howard Flippin: half
brother, Albert Watts; sister-inlaw, Mrs. Mattie Buster; brotherIn-law, Aubrey Steely: eight
grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren; three stepgreatgranchildren.

V714'

- &My' Albert fi,r

Belboo'
.
If yoll hear, hal have In)uble understanding all the words in a
conversation. you may be suffering from a gradual hearing loss, or
•'nerve deafness.''
ThiN Mollier's ,Day. give yourself a gift you will
for the rtN1
of .iittr life—the gift elf better hearing.
The trained prole•siiinals at your liwal Bellow! Hearing lid Center

Mrs. Nancy Willie
The funeral for Mrs. Nancy
tJahlel Willie is today at 2:30 p.m.
the chapel of Byrn Funeral*

are waiting- to giV-eyiIn a_ Fitt:Edwin-lute,hearing test ifsithfirough
painless— and you'll find out on-thr.-spol if you can ht. helped k a
itta10 Beltone hearing aid.
Make this the best Mother's Day ever. Take Eddie. Alterri's :0101v:
e all Heltone right now at
Ci9•980`)) to schedule your FREE
hearing test and make sure you're hearing the most mit of life!

Home, Mayfield. The Rev:
,
,,C.C.
Dennison is officiating.
Pallbearers are Edward Willie;
Eugene McWherter, Gerald Wiggins, Jimmy Wiggins, Bill Guhy
and Charles Vincent Jr. Burial,
will follow in Lynnville Baptist
Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Willie, 83. Mayfield. died
Monday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospial.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Marie Glover, Murray, Mrs.
Danny (Betty
Wells, Rt. 2.
Wingo, and Mrs. Aubrey Unda
Stom, Rt. 1. Almo; one brother,
Charlie Wiggins; eight grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Dennis Lamb, Specialist
Jerry D Wheeler
Anita K. Wheeler
Auttkorizeitteitone Dealers
641 South-Southside Shopping Center
_Murray. K. 42071
Office Hours: 9:00a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY
FROM BELTONE!
REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR ONE
FREE BEM\E HEARING TEST.

Hog market
04•ral Sastre Ilark.4 be.% Mer•le• Kay Ito
1
,
INN kaalorty Portlier. %rya FIes 11Iartet Report
lach••••4 Diving SlIallon• Ita•rolp4. 40317 ras
408 Marrows
GUM 16 le•mr. Elms steady
Is I 3 EM1-3/Mt 1310.
144 41•44.38

Good only for:
May 7, 9, 10 Sr 11, 1988
We/knee

Auto Loans
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Exterior Oil Stain

$1 395

. MEM

gal.

SAVE s3.3O GAL.

eh,

6
W7A71

/IAW1,1

WWII/

Exterior Latex Stain

1 395

$

gal.

A

Rock 'PI Roll
Buttons &
Key Chains

The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris. Ancie Ratliff is officiating. Burial will follow in
Shady Grove Cemetery.

Dwain Taylor Chevro

if)

JUST ARRIVED!

Mrs. Edna Jackson, and half
brother, Goble Wilson, both of
Evansville, Lnd.; step brother,
Robbie Buie, Paris; eight grandcnildren; 12 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Alice
L. Steely

SAVE s3.30 GAL.

Interior Latex
Wall Paint

$1 189
SAVE '2.45 GAL.

IN-STOCK WALLPAPER SALE
Pick it out, hang it upALL IN ONE DAY!

$

$

$1

ROLL
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6 8
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All Borders
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And, 1988 models can be financed for 60 months!
•
Example of your monthly payment schedule:
119113

ninde4

ilf404

leg7

Amount
of Loan

•

•

•

•

42 mos.

48 mos.

54 mos.

60 mos.

$4,999

142.18

127.32

115.80

106.61

7,999

226.99

203.26

184.87

170.21

9,999

283.53

253.89

230.92

212.60

11,999

340.07

304.52

276.97

25..00

(Includes recording fees & V. S. I.)

Pack

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping

Center

753-3642
•

iwr-ur Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
MI
Member FDIC

